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Abstract
Virtual worlds allow thousands of people from all over the world to build up communities in
simulated environments through the use of networking technology. Wherever people get together
social interaction ensues, forming into fixed structures if the amount of people participating is high
enough. One of the most studied and most important forms of social interaction is the trading of
goods and services, leading to the creation of markets. These markets therefore show up in virtual
worlds as well and have developed to be a major component of how virtual worlds work. Game
designers aiming to create an interesting virtual world will have to try to control the economy within
their worlds or risk a failure of their product.
This report points out factors that influence virtual economies and discovers ways for game designers
to keep these systems developing the way they want them to. The comparison of three massively
multiplayer games that contain working economies with very different structures will lead to a better
understanding of factors that help shape a strong economy and those that endanger it.
Finding out how virtual markets work does not have to start from scratch, however, as lots of
theories have been developed on the rules that steer real world markets. A comparison between real
world markets and virtual ones shows to which extend conventional wisdom can be applied to this
new field of study as well.
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Introduction
Ever since the internet became available for public use there have been games played by more than
one player using computers as a method of communication. Early examples of this new type of game
are email games and Multi User Dungeons (MUDs) 1 both of which already allowed players to
communicate and compete with other people all round the world years ago. Only recently have
virtual worlds left the realm of computer specialists and entered the mass market. More than ten
million people actively participate in virtual worlds at the time of this writing and the market is still
experiencing a solid amount of growth. 2
These new worlds are no longer bound to crude text descriptions and a hard to use command
language but offer beautiful 3D graphics as well as an intuitive to use interface.

I.1

Virtual worlds

I.1.1

The name

The most controversial point in terminology is finding a name for the phenomenon we are studying.
An accurate description ofour object ofinterest w ould be “crafted places inside com puters that are
designed to accommodate large num bers ofpeople” (Castronova, 2005, p.4). Some prefer to name it
“virtualw orlds”,describing the idea ofsim ulating som ething that resem bles our w orld but isn’t real
(hence virtual).
Edw ard Castranova prefers the term “synthetic w orlds”,again drawing a line between these pieces
ofsoftw are and im agination on the one hand and our w orld on the other hand. H e uses “synthetic”
instead ofthe m ore com m on “virtual” as he is not convinced ofthe claim that these w orlds are less
real than our one, they are just created by m en (thus the label“synthetic” as opposed to our “natural”
world).
The gaming industry and gaming press refer to these worlds by the acronyms MMOG (Massively
Multiplayer Online Game) and, more specifically, MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role
Playing Game).

1

Multi User Dungeons (MUDs) were early, text-based virtual worlds. Players would log into one of these worlds
using a client such as Telnet and be able to explore them using a textual command language. There are still
2

While market analysts claim that the Asian market for MMORPGs is saturated right now, the European and
American markets are growing with an increasing speed, as exemplified by the success of Blizzard
Entertainm ent’s W orld of Warcraft. (Woodcock, 2006)
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This paper w illuse both the gam ing acronym s and the m ore scientific term “virtualw orlds” pretty
much interchangeably as the focus is on role playing games that usually develop a well formed
economy and other forms of virtualw orlds w illonly be touched.Castronova’s “synthetic w orlds”
clearly have m erit though and the use of“virtual” instead of“synthetic” here is just a m atter of
readability and not to be taken as a stance against Castronova’s points.
I.1.2

Defining virtual worlds

Edw ard Castronova’s definition from above,describing virtual(or in his case “synthetic”)w orlds as
“crafted places inside com puters that are designed to accom m odate large num bers ofpeople” is a
very broad one, basically covering everything from a basic chat room to the most sophisticated of
graphical MMORPGs know today. The following features further define what is meant with the use of
the term “virtualw orld” in this report.This definition is an extension ofCastonova’s definition of
synthetic worlds. (Castronova, 2005, p.80)
1. Persistence – Persistence describes the amount of data on the game state that is kept in
between gaming sessions. Persistence can come in varying degrees, some worlds might only
retain a character’s personaldata,but allchanges that he made to the virtual world would be
lost after restarting the game. This would be called a world with low persistence. Other
worlds show higher persistence by storing every manipulation done to the world whether
the player is logged on or not. In such a high persistence world a player might be able to
plant a tree and come back three years later to not only see that his tree has grown, but that
another player has carved a greeting into it. Detailed discussions of persistence can be found
by both Castronova (Castronova, 2005, p.80 - 85) and Richard Bartle (Bartle, 2003, p.53 - 61)
2. Physicality – In order for an abstract com puter program to be called a “w orld” it has to
impose certain laws of physics on players and objects within a world. These law s don’t have
to work like the ones on earth, one major difference between the real and many fictional
worlds can be found in the laws of physics, but there have to be laws.
3. Interactivity – Chris Craw ford defines interactivity as “A cyclic process in w hich two actors
alternately listen,think and speak.” (Crawford, 2003, p.3)
Virtual worlds allow players to perform actions (speak) which can be seen by other players
and computer controlled characters (listen) who then choose an appropriate reaction (think)
and react (speak again).
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4. Scope – A virtual world needs a certain amount of players to work, if this minimum is not met
interaction will suffer and the difference between a virtual world and a normal single player
computer game will become virtually nonexistent. This minimum amount differs from world
to world – while text based virtual worlds often need less than one hundred active players to
prosper, current graphical worlds are build in a way to accommodate thousands of players
and would feel very empty with less than a thousand players.
I.1.3

Examples of virtual worlds

Bruce Sterling Woodcock lists twelve MMORPGs on his website www.mmogchart.com that currently
have more than 120.000 subscribers on the American and European markets. This list does not
include those virtual worlds that are targeted at the Asian market nor does it take into account the
m any w orlds that don’t use a subscription m odelor just fallbelow the subscriber threshold.This
sheer amount of worlds that are available for study makes it necessary to select some for deeper
examination. While each of the games features a slightly different set of rules under which its market
operates, many of them are similar enough that focusing on only a few worlds should cover most of
the important points. The three games that are described in the following paragraphs have been
chosen to show a broad spectrum of possibilities of how virtual economies can develop.
I.1.3.1

World of Warcraft by Blizzard Entertainment

World of Warcraft (WoW) leads the industry by the healthy margin at the point of this writing. With
6.5 million active subscriptions3 it has been far more successful than any other MMOG before it, the
next best being Lineage with a high peak of about 3.25 million subscribers. World of Warcraft is
currently listed as having a market share of 50.6%, making it an obvious inclusion into any study on
the topic. (Woodcock, 2006)
I.1.3.2

Ragnarok Online by Gravity Inc.

Ragnarok Online is a small (about 400.000 users, source as above) MMORPG with a strong focus on
the Asian market. Ragnarok Online is included in this study because it provides an interesting
counterpart to m any of W oW ’s econom ic aspects.

3

Most virtual worlds require a monthly subscription fee in order for a user to keep playing.
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Diablo 2 by Blizzard Entertainment

Diablo 2 is not a classical MMORPG as it does not feature a persistent world, nor can more than 8
players meet at the same time and place. The focus of this paper, however, lies on the economy of
virtual worlds and Diablo 2 provides a huge community of players freely trading items. Due to the
fact that Diablo 2 is not limited to a couple of thousand players on each realm, trading economies are
actually larger there than even in the market-leading MMORPGs. Diablo 2 had a large number of
economic problems since its start and therefore provides an excellent base for research.

I.2

Examining markets in virtual worlds

With thousands of players living together in a single virtual world new mechanics emerge. Social
structures are formed, forms of government introduced and markets built. These markets will be the
focus of this report. The most structured economies can be found in a specific kind of virtual world,
the massively multiplayer online role playing games (MMORPGs). Role playing games, both paper
and computer based, allow the players to take the role of invented characters such as a mighty,
sword-fighting hero in a medieval fantasy setting or star ship pilot in a game playing in the future.
This principle can be easily modified for the use in virtual worlds as limiting a player to controlling a
single character’s actions enables the creation of social structures and vivid worlds. Other game
genres such as strategy games cannot be transported that easily – where simulating a few thousand
player characters in one world is a technical challenge, thousands of player-controlled armies would
just be impossible to show at the moment.
Advancing in a role playing game usually involves two things – strengthening of the virtual character 4
and acquisition of better items. It is the second point that makes MMORPGs such a formidable
environment for emerging markets. While games differ in the way they allow players to earn more
pow erfulequipm ent,players w illalm ost alw ays com e upon item s they cannot or don’t w ant to use.
While throwing these items away would certainly be an option it is far more lucrative to trade them
for other items they can use. These trades, when performed by thousands of players simultaneously,
create a structure that can be nicely compared to real world economies.

4

This is usually represented by a number called the character level – the higher this level the more experienced
and therefore stronger is the character.
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Research questions

Finding the similarities and differences between virtual and real worlds might be of great help when
trying to understand how virtual economies work and how they can be manipulated. Answering the
questions below should lead to a nice overall picture of that.
1. What are the differences between a successful virtual economy and an unsuccessful one?
2. Where are virtual economies different from those in the real world?
3. What means does a game designer have to control the economy in his or her game?

I.2.2

Players as essential elements of markets in virtual worlds

In order to understand how markets in virtual worlds work, one has to understand which players
participate in trading and which reasons they have to do so.
Most games have a definite end, usually a winner of some sort and a series of more or less amusing
tasks to complete before the game ends. Fun in these kinds of games is mostly created by making
each element of the game fun – by challenging players with physical or mental tasks, by telling an
interesting story or by facilitating human communication. 5 While fun game elements in virtual
worlds are definitely important, one of the driving factors that keeps players interested in MMORPGs
is advancement.
Since virtual worlds are persistent, things that happen within one gaming session will affect all
upcoming sessions as well. Many players of virtual worlds enjoy the feeling of possible advancement,
often m aking up for a lack of advancem ent in their reallife.Castronova’s study from 2001 show s that
“The residents do tend to have low er education, fewer work hours, and lower wages, and they are
less likely to have m ajor Earth obligations (spouses,children).”6 (Castronova, 2001)
While this is by no means a sign that all players of virtual worlds use them to make up for something
that is lacking in their life, a significant portion of the players does so.
Richard Bartle divides players of virtual worlds into four types – achievers, socialisers, explorers and

5

The human interaction aspect is mostly found in board games. Many of these are specifically designed to be
“party gam es”,bringing players together and focusing less on the game itself but on fun with each other.
6

Residents being players that feel that they live in the studied virtual world and travel outside of it regularly.
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killers. (Bartle, 1996) 7
The following citations show Bartle’s definition ofthose four types of players.(Bartle, 1996)
1. Achievers:“Players give them selves gam e-related goals, and vigorously set out to achieve
them. This usually means accumulating and disposing of large quantities of high-value
treasure, or cutting a swathe through hordes of mobiles (ie. monsters built in to the virtual
w orld).”
2. Explorers:“Players try to find out as m uch as they can about the virtualw orld.Although
initially this means mapping its topology (ie. exploring the MUD's breadth), later it advances
to experim entation w ith its physics (ie.exploring the M U D 's depth).“
3. Socialisers:“Players use the gam e's com m unicative facilities,and apply the role-playing that
these engender, as a context in which to converse (and otherwise interact) with their fellow
players.“
4. Killers:“Players use the tools provided by the gam e to cause distress to (or,in rare
circumstances, to help) other players. Where permitted, this usually involves acquiring some
w eapon and applying it enthusiastically to the persona ofanother player in the gam e w orld.”

From these four basic groups, the achievers can be the hardest one to understand. Socialisers might
be criticized for not trying to find “real” friends,but socialization is an easy enough concept to
transfer from classic games to virtual worlds. The same is true for exploring (which resembles reading
a book or watching a movie but in an interactive way) and killing (outside of virtual worlds often
found in sports or highly competitive games like chess).
Achievers transfer the real life desire of advancement that many people have into a virtual space,
where advancement is achievable for players of every social status and physical abilities. These
achievers are what drives virtual economies and will therefore be directly focused on throughout this
paper. While the other three player types definitely exist and need to be satisfied as well, they can
usually do without a working economy.8
Achievers however need the ongoing trade with other players in order to be able to get better and
better equipment which is one of the two most important forms of advancement in MMORPGs. (The
7

For a different but interesting taxonomy of players see (Burke, 2002 , p.9-16)

8

They might, however, not be able to exist without achievers. (Bartle, 2003, p.133 - 137)
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other being gaining experience points in order to reach a higher character level.)
Another factor that makes achievers very important for successful game design is that they are
usually w illing to w ork very hard for their achievem ents.To an achiever an achievem ent isn’t w orth
much if everyone can easily get to the same goal. Making very powerful equipment very hard to get
will keep the achievers happy, even if the actual acts of playing that finally get them to their goal are
a lot less interesting than other games.
This leads to the conclusion that designing a successful virtual economy includes creating multiple
paths of advancement for the players that offer a steady increase in character power while being
increasingly harder to achieve.O nce the achievers lose interest in the m arket because it doesn’t offer
them any more possibilities for advancement (either because they already own everything they could
achieve or because advancement cannot be reached through the market anymore) the volume of
trades w illdrop dow n quickly as the other three types ofplayers just don’t use the m arket as m uch.
I.2.3

Economy and economics as a basis for virtual markets

Econom ics in generalis defined as “the study of choice under scarcity” (Castronova, 2005, p.172).
This definition alone does not even mention money or trades, making the decision of whether to
spend your evening in the cinema or at the bar an economic decision – you only have a certain
am ount offree tim e to allocate (it’s scarce)and you are forced to choose betw een different options.
An econom y,as an econom ic system ,therefore doesn’t have to dealw ith commercial issues at all.
Economic reasoning can be applied to many fields of study – including, but not limited to, law,
politics and psychology. This paper, however, will use the term economy in the sense that it is usually
perceived in – a system of trades, often powered by some sort of currency. Timothy Burke provides a
fitting definition for these kinds ofeconom ies: “*Econom ies are+defined by the acquisition and
circulation of virtual commodities and virtual services, the production and control of virtual forms of
value.” (Burke, 2002)
While studying a topic for academic purposes only definitely has its merits, economics come with a
clear goalin m ind:“Econom ics is concerned w ith the effective utilization or m anagem ent of limited
productive resources for the purpose of attaining the maximum satisfaction of human material
w ants.” (McConnel, 1981, p.3)
I.2.4

D esigner’s controlofvirtualm arkets

Opinions differ on whether real world economies should be controlled by some authority or just left
alone to develop themselves. Virtual economies are always controlled in some way or another as the
11
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game designers set rules in stone that define the borders an economy can develop in. Designers
wielding this kind of power are often referred to as the “coding authority”,referring to the fact that
they have the possibilities to change the virtual world in every way they want by changing its
programming.
While it is scientifically interesting to see how economies evolve in a loosely regulated environment,
game designers should work hard to make their economy enjoyable for the players.9 The goal of this
report will be to find ways for designers to control the development of the markets in their virtual
world in order to provide an economy that will not only be efficient but interesting to play in as well.
I.2.5

Tracking the development of virtual markets

Unfortunately this report cannot be based on a vast statistical analysis of different virtual markets as
this kind ofdata just isn’t available at the time of this writing. All facts mentioned in the paper are
based on personal observation throughout several months within World of Warcraft, Ragnarok
Online and Diablo II unless stated otherwise. While personal observation is flawed in the way that
one person can only look at a very small slice of all the transactions taking place within a game, it
does allow a decent insight on how the economies develop.
The auction house (see chapter II.3.3.3 “The trading system of World of Warcraft”) in World of
Warcraft makes tracking trends a lot easier as it is possible to look up the prices for all goods sold at a
specific point of time.
A modification10 named auctioneer11 was applied to the World of Warcraft game client throughout
the time of research for the purpose of collecting all this data and calculating average prices for
different goods. Additionally the fan website wow.allakhazam.com offers a history of prices for
different items as reported by players of the game. A statistic like that can be found for the
European Ragnarok Online as well12 but must be taken with a grain of salt. As everyone is able to

9

There are virtual worlds that are not designed to be games and therefore might not need any economy at all.
These worlds are usually designed for either research/educational purposes or as a medium for social
communication. These worlds are not the focus of this paper.
10

The World of Warcraft game client allows players to modify the game within strict boundaries. These
modifications usually serve cosmetic purposes or enhance the game play in some way.
11

Auctioneer can be downloaded from www.auctioneeraddon.com. This modification to the original World of
Warcraft game client collects statistical data on all goods sold via the in-game auction house.
12

www.ro-pricewatch.com
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report prices to these sites there will always be flukes. Not only do people try to increase the
statistical price for an item they personally would like to sell in order to increase their own profit,
there are also people who just think it funny to mess with these kinds of statistics.
Nevertheless these two sources can be used to further augment or falsify any personal observations
on market developments.

II.

Results
II.1 Creating a successful virtual economy
II.1.1 Criteria for success
In the general definition of economics it is not possible for a virtual world to not have an economy –
a virtual world needs to have some form of interaction after all and interaction always includes
choice. (Crawford, 2003)
W hile it w ould be possible to have a w orld w ith very poor econom y (as in “very few choices for the
user to m ake”), game designers have learned in the past that games seldom succeed without a
certain degree of interactivity. When reducing the term of economics to actual item and currency
trades though, the quality of virtual economies differs greatly.
In order to be able to judge an economy one needs criteria that help differentiating good economies
from bad ones. McConnel lists two goals for a successful economy to reach – full employment and
full production. (McConnel, 1981, p.25-26) Full employment means to use all available resources, not
limited to labor but including material resources as well. Full production on the other hand means to
allocate these resources in the most efficient way.
The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of Economics describes the following features of a successful market:
“(1) If there are enough markets, (2) if all consumers and producers behave competitively and (3) if
an equilibrium exists,then the allocation ofresources in that equilibrium w illbe Pareto optim al.” 13
(Eatwell, 1991, vol. III, p. 326)

13

A “Pareto optim um ” (or “Pareto efficiency”)is described as:“An allocation ofresources in the econom y w as
optimal if there existed no other productively feasible allocation which made all individuals in the economy at
least as well-off and at least one strictly better off,than they w ere initially.” (Eatwell, 1991, vol. III)
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Using these definitions it is possible to set up a list of criteria to be used for the evaluation of
economies throughout this paper.
1. Volume of trades – This criterion is almost directly translatable to point number one in the
above citation. Economies where only few trades take place (there aren’t enough m arkets)
are not very important to the game as a whole, as trading will only be a minor part of the
experience. An economy will therefore be deemed more successful if it provides a high
number of trades.
2. Accessibility – This includes both usability criteria, such as the quality of the trading interface,
as well as the ease of entering into the market. Economies with a high inflation for example
often make it hard for newer players to perform any trading at all (see chapter II.2.3
“Inflation”).This connects w ith M cConnell’s idea offullem ploym ent – an economy that is
hard to access does not use all of its available resources.
3. Fairness – W hile virtualw orlds don’t need to implement forms of social welfare that are
necessary in real world economies, it is imperative to keep the gap between rich and poor
players at a reasonable size. Players m ust never com e into a situation w here they don’t see a
possibility to improve their economic status. An economy must therefore offer enough ways
for players to earn money – unemployment is as unhealthy (maybe even more so) in virtual
worlds as it is in the real world. While this criterion implements the idea of full employment
again, it’s also connected to the basic goalof an econom y – attaining the maximum
satisfaction ofhum an m aterialw ants.” (McConnel, 1981, p.3)
4. Value – Players in a successful economy will value different things differently. If nothing
tangible is deemed valuable the economy has a problem. This cannot easily be derived from
the above citations as value is just given in the real world. However, a lack of items of value
will lead to less production (or even none at all) which completely contradicts both
McConnell and The New Palgrave.
II.1.2 The currency of virtual worlds
Money and currency are well known elements from economics, and crucial to the discussion of how
economies work. While the two terms can often be taken as synonyms for each other, they actually
are quite different. Money refers to artificial objects created to represent some form of value but

14
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being of no physical value themselves.14 Examples would be a dollar bill or a piece of gold in World of
Warcraft. The dollar bill itself is of no use to anyone – it cannot be eaten or used for any activity in a
reasonable way. Yet the dollar is highly thought after all over the world and people do insane things
if they can get a couple of dollars in return. This is, of course, because the dollar is the basis of a very
strong currency.
Currency, as defined in the Merriam-W ebster O nline D ictionary is “som ething (as coins,treasury
notes,and banknotes)that is in circulation as a m edium ofexchange” (Merriam-Webster, 2006).
Currency is used as a means to simplify the trade of goods through the use of a neutral medium with
a guaranteed value.
“*..+to be m oney,an item needs to pass only one test:It m ust be generally acceptable to buyers and
sellers in exchange.” (McConnel, 1981, p.46)
This definition of money, however, is a bit too broad for this report. There are two different types of
money – fiat money and commodity money.
“W e m ay define ‘com m odity m oney’as a specialcom m odity w hich has been set aside from the m ass
of commodities to perform the role ofa ‘universalequivalent’;in this capacity it serves as a m easure
ofvalue,m edium ofexchange and m eans ofpaym ent.” (Eatwell, 1991, vol. I, p.496)
“A fiat m oney is a m oney w hich ifdem onetized w ould scarcely be w orth the paper it is printed on.”
(Eatwell, 1991, vol. II, p.316)
“The distinction betw een a com m odity m oney and a fiat m oney is in the intrinsic w orth of the form er
and the greater emphasis on legal code, custom and authority needed to back the acceptability in
exchange ofthe latter.” (Eatwell, 1991, vol. II, p.316)
McConnell refers to both types as money, while this report will use the term money as an equivalent
for fiat money. According to McConnell, everything can be used as money as long as people accept it
to be money.15 He also defines three factors that influence the value of money – acceptability, legal
14

There were times in the past where money was actually made out of valuable metals and could in theory just
be smelted and used for creating things. This is neither true anymore for current real world currencies nor for
those in the virtual world. (Eichengreen, 2000, p.21-131)
15

This is not the definition that will be used for money within this report. Money here refers to items that have
been created or defined as a medium of exchange. Other items can take the role of money in a currency, but
these will not be referred to as money. See also chapter II.1.3.2 “The alternative currency”.
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tender and relative scarcity. (McConnel, 1981, p.273-274) Acceptability and legal tender often go
hand in hand – while currencies can emerge without being created and maintained by some form of
legal authority that is not the way most successful currencies developed.
In their original form most modern currencies were backed up by gold – meaning an authority
(usually the government) handed out fiat money promising to exchange it for gold whenever needed.
This gives the otherwise worthless piece of money an actual value (and therefore acceptability) – as
you could always trade it in for an appropriate amount of gold. This way people could trade their
goods for money, then trade the money for goods they needed – extremely simplifying trades. (See
also chapter II.1.3.1 The goods for goods market.)
Once a currency is accepted the gold backup is no longer needed, as proven on August 15, 1971
when the administration of US president Nixon broke the link between the US dollar and the gold
price.16 Due to the fact that everyone had accepted the currency by then, one was still assured to be
able to exchange dollars for whatever good one desired. 17
This leads us to the fact that it is not enough to put virtual money into a MMORPG and expect it to
becom e an accepted currency.Ifm oney is not backed up by som ething that’s ofrealvalue to the
players it will not be used for trades between them and therefore be of no worth at all to the players
and the game experience. This is demonstrated nicely in Diablo II. The game provides means of
acquiring money by either finding it on dead monsters or selling items to NPC vendors. What it does
not provide in a sufficient amount is means to actually spend that money. While you can buy items
from vendors these are much worse than the ones you can find during your travels. Additionally the
item supply of each vendor changes whenever you leave a town, making saving up money for a
specific item virtually impossible. The game does have running costs for each player in both repair
costs for their equipment and the possibility to buy potions18 from vendors that increase your staying
power in a fight – but these costs are minimal when compared to the amount of money made in the
same time of playing. Therefore the game never provided a real incentive for players to go out and
acquire more money – which makes it useless for trading purposes.

16

See (Gowa, 1983).

17

This decision did however have a big impact on foreign relations as it included cancelling the Bretton Woods
system.
18

Consumable items that usually replenish a resource of the character – like health points or magical energy.
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A positive example of money as a working currency would be World of Warcraft. World of Warcraft
has a number of ways to spend high amounts of money without trading it to other people, one of
them being the possibility to buy a mount from a vendor. Mounts are available in two varieties, one
for the price of 100 gold pieces and a better one for 1000 gold pieces. Acquiring 1000 gold without
trading items to other players will take most players literally hundreds of hours of playing.
With these so called money sinks set up it becomes a really attractive option to trade items one
doesn’t need for gold w hich can in return be used to buy a m ount or som ething else that can only be
acquired by paying gold to a vendor. This trade of money for goods is the basis of a working currency
as described above and will soon start to feed itself and loosen the tie to game-provided goods. As
soon as everybody is accepting m oney for his goods there’s no longer a need to artificially back it
up.19
II.1.3 Worlds without money
Failure to establish money as a currency can make a market develop in three different ways. The first
one is the worst – the market can dry up. Though very unlikely it is a possibility that players will just
stop trading goods at allw hen there’s no good w ay for them to do so.This w ould take a m ajor part of
the fun out of a MMORPG and has to be avoided at all costs. That said, markets are usually pretty
good at healing themselves as long as people feel the need to trade. As long as there are goods that
are not easily accessible for everyone a market should develop into one of the following models
when left alone without a currency.
II.1.3.1 The goods for goods market
Before the invention of currency, m en used to trade their goods for other people’s goods.A
fisherman for example would trade some of his catch for some wood to cook his remaining fish on or
trade it for some berries because he had grown sick of eating fish all day. This behavior is known as
bartering and well known to economists20.
Barter,as defined by The N ew Palgrave is “a sim ultaneous exchange of commodities, whether goods

19

Edward Castronova (Castronova, 2005, p.304) quotes Julian Dibbel in a footnote as pointing out a second
similarity between virtual economies and the old gold standards. The ability of players to turn any item they
find directly into some amount of money bears a strong resemblance to the minting of gold coins in the past.
(Anyone who owned gold could have coins minted without any regulation on the amount of coins given out.)
20

It has already been described by Adam Sm ith in 1776 in chapter IV ofhis “W ealth ofN ations”.See (Smith,
1980, p.17-22)
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or labour services,w ith bargaining and w ithout using m oney.” (Eatwell, 1991, vol. I, p.197)
Bartering, however, does not come without its share of problems for the participants.
“Exchange by barter requires a coincidence of wants betw een the tw o transactors.” (McConnel,
1981, p.45, emphasis added)
What McConnell means here, is that both traders must have something the other one wants or a
trade cannot happen. The following example21 shows the trading relations between three states in
the United States of Amerika.
Nebraska, in this example,

NEBRASKA
Has surplus of
wheat.
Wants potatoes.

produces large amounts
of wheat (it has,
therefore, a surplus of

Mo
ne
y
Po
tat
oe
s

y
ne
Mo
t
ea
Wh

wheat) but lacks
potatoes (it has a
shortage of potatoes).
Idaho on the other hand
has a surplus of the
potatoes Nebraska needs,
but doesn’t need w heat.
Instead it has a shortage
of oranges that can only

IDAHO
Has surplus of
potatoes.
Wants oranges.

Oranges
Money

FLORIDA
Has surplus of
oranges.
Wants wheat.

Figure 1 - Simplifying trading through the use of money. Adapted from (McConnel,
1981, p.46)

be acquired from Florida,
which itself has a shortage of wheat.
By simple bartering none of the three states will be able to fulfill its needs, as there is no coincidence
of wants between any of the three states. What this example shows, is that bartering punishes
specialization – if every state would be able to produce all goods they need, there would be no need
for trades. Specialization, however, is highly desirable for both the individual elements and the
economy as a whole. Specialization allows a more effective production of goods and facilitates trades
and will therefore affect both the volume of trades and the overall productivity of an economy.

21

Adapted from (McConnel, 1981, p.45-46)
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The same problems with bartering appear in MMORPGs as well. The most important one is the fact
that oftentimes one will not be able to find someone to perform that trade with. While one player
may have the “Plus Three Sword of Smashing”22 another player is looking for, he might not be
interested in the items that player has for trade. Additionally, trading goods of different worth is
tough in these economies as well. Assume that that player found somebody that actually needed his
boots of speed and has a “Plus Three Sw ord of Sm ashing” for trade. That trade would be all set if not
for the fact that they both feel that the boots are worth about half of what the sword is worth. This
would be an unfair trade to one of the players who would therefore not be willing to perform it. Now
both would be stuck on finding something to add to the trade to make it fair.
Trades in this type of market tend to take longer to execute than trades in other economies and
often stay unfinished because both partners could not find a deal they like.
The solution for such problems is of course the introduction of money. Figure 1 shows how money
integrates into a system of trades and allows for a more convenient way to exchange goods.
II.1.3.2 The alternative currency
A market without a working money currency does not have to exist without a currency. Oftentimes
an item that is available in relatively high amounts but still useful for purposes outside trading can
step up and take the place of money as a middleman for trades, becoming commodity money in the
process. Finding an exam ple ofthis in the realw orld isn’t easy;the closest that com es to m ind m ight
be the introduction of a new currency because the old one has become worthless – like it happened
in Germany after World War I.23 The old “Reichsm ark” had become practically worthless due to
hyperinflation and had to be replaced. This example is weak of course, because the new currency
didn’t develop by itselfbut w as introduced instead – and it used fiat money again instead of
something else. It still shows the basic idea however – a currency loses its merit and has to be
replaced.
A strong example for this in virtual worlds is again Diablo II. When it became clear during the early
days of the game that money would not be used in trading at all, people began looking for
22

This is an invented item name, playing on two basic naming schemes that are often used in role playing
games. One way is the “prefix – item type – suffix” m odelw here there are a couple of different item types (i.e.
dagger, short sword, bastard sword) that then get a prefix and a suffix added depending on their magical
properties.The other one is to add “plus x” to the item name, indicating that it is x times better than a basic
item of the same type.
23

See also (Kunzel, n.d.)
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alternatives. While trading goods for goods was still common, people started to trade their items for
perfect gemstones (PGs) – items that could be found throughout the Diablo world and be used to
upgrade existing items as well as create new ones. These gemstones were scarce enough to not be
trivial to find but still common enough for everyone to get some to use in trades. This new currency
had a couple of problems though, the most important being that gemstones where never meant to
be used as a currency in the game and therefore nothing was done to keep the inflation in check.
This lead to an increasing availability of PGs and therefore a decline in value to the point where they
became impractical to handle. 24
Players helped themselves by using a new item as currency w hich w asn’t as easy to get as the
gemstones and highly sought after – the Stone of Jordan (SoJ). SoJs became the major currency in the
game for a long time, with PGs still used to fill out trades.
Eventually the SoJ suffered from the same problem as the PGs though – an ever increasing amount
was introduced into the game, its value plummeted and inflation made trading harder and harder
again. This time the designers of the game actually decided to work on that problem and extremely
reduced the rate at which SoJs where introduced into the game as well as adding a way to actually
remove them from the game.25 This made some people very rich as the SoJ value skyrocketed but
eventually led to a point where SoJs could no longer be used as a currency because they were so
scarce.
These developments allowed for the rise of the current currency – runes. Runes exist in 26 different
rarities and are actually upgradeable in the game. A player can take two or three low-level runes and
create a higher one from them. This sets up a nice system for partial-value trades like:“W ell,this
helmet is worth more than your UM rune, but less than two, so just give me a PUL rune as well and
w e’llcallit a deal.” The rarest runes are ofvery high value,usually m aking it possible to buy even
very expensive items without logistical difficulties. In addition to being an easy to handle currency,

24

A trade in Diablo II is done in a window that has room for 40 PGs. With the decreasing value of those
gemstones the point came where trades could no longer be safely performed using the trade window as doing
two trades required trust – something not too common in online trading. This phenomenon is known from real
world currencies as well – an example would be the Italian lira – but can usually be solved by handing out bills
of higher value. A thousand lira bill was as easy to handle as a one dollar bill – something that cannot be said
about huge stacks of gemstones.
25

Before patch 1.10 for Diablo II the SoJ was just a very good and useful item and sought after for its strength –
but unlike PGs or money there were no means in place to actually counteract the creation of SoJs.
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runes are also used up at a steady rate therefore counteracting the introduction of new ones to the
game.
II.1.4 Summary
There are several ways for an economy to develop and still be considered a good one. It is important
for every economy to include a high volume of trades, a fair treatment of all participants and low
entry barriers as well as providing a sense of value for the commodities traded in it.
From all the ways an economy can develop, the arguably best one is an economy with a working
currency using m oney.This type ofeconom y requires som e m easures to be taken by a gam e’s
designers in order to make money actually valuable and keep it at a steady value. Measures to
control inflation will be discussed later. Other economies are possible and may even work out well
for the game but are usually driven by chance and uncontrollable influences and are therefore far
more likely to fail. That said, an alternative currency can be a useful fallback plan should the main
plan of introducing a money-based currency not work out the way the designer desired.

II.2 Comparing virtual and real economies
Virtual economies have hardly been studied at all so far and many of their aspects are worthy of
academic discussion. Fortunately lots of work has been done within the past centuries to find out
how economies in the real world work. The goal of this chapter is to find out where virtual and real
economies behave in similar ways and which economic theories are applicable in the virtual world as
well, if any.
II.2.1 Actors
Comparing the actors from both types of economies already shows a high grade similarity between
them. A real economy consists of workers, consumers and companies as well as a rule setting
authority (usually the government). 26 Companies employ workers who produce goods using some
form of capital provided by the companies which are then bought by the consumers. The
government meanwhile sets boundaries in which these activities may take place, intervening more or
less depending on the legal system.
Of these four actors two are very easy to find in every virtual economy – workers and consumers. All
economies discussed in this paper allow for players to generate goods in one way or another (either
by killing monsters and taking their possessions or by crafting) which basically makes every player a
26

See (McConnel, 1981, p.91-106; 110-121) for an in depth explanation.
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w orker.W hile in theory m ost players could w ork to get everything they need it’s usually far m ore
comfortable to do work one is good at (specialize), sell the wares produced and buy the wares one
needs – which makes the player a consumer as well.27
On the first sight one might assume that there is no governance in virtual world – players are allowed
to sell whatever they w ant at any price to anyone.N o player’s business w illbe forced to split in tw o
because he has a monopoly on some goods and no one will go to jail for not paying his taxes. This
kind ofthinking couldn’t be farther from the truth though.Virtualworlds have the most powerful
government a world can ever have – the coding authority. The designers of the virtual world have full
controlover everything that’s going on in their w orld ifthey w ish so.There is absolutely no need for
rules and fines for not following them – the coding authority can just make it impossible for players
to do w hat they don’t w ish them to do.28
This leaves only one actor from real world economies to find a counterpart in virtual ones:
companies. A company is built on two factors: Assets and gainful employment. (Biesecker, et al.,
2003, p.245) Assets are typically m oney,land or raw m aterials provided by the com pany’s ow ners or
shareholders which are then used by workers to produce certain goods or services that can be sold
for profit. (This excludes non-profit organisations as they are not relevant for the topic of this paper.)
Employees are usually paid a fixed salary that does not depend on how much profit the company
makes. All financial risk lies upon the shoulders of the owners or shareholders of the company. 29
Companies are usually formed to succeed in tasks that one person alone could not handle. If only the
owner of a goldmine ever actually went in there to dig for gold he would not be able to get enough
gold out of it to break even on his initial investment for buying said asset. A worker that has
specialized in mining gold on the other hand cannot work at all without access to a gold mine. Such a
situation often leads to the forming of a company. The owner of the mine will pay workers to mine
the gold for him, enabling both to earn more profit then they would have been able to earn on their
27

See also chapter I.1.3.

28

There are some unwanted behaviours that are very hard to enforce even in virtual worlds, like swearing or
harassment. It is, however, technically possible to prevent these as well – for example by turning off al
methods of in-game communication – but sometimes these actions would have so grave consequences for the
game that designers choose to not enforce them.
29

There are some legal forms of companies that limit the risk to owners and/or shareholders as well. These will
not be important for the further discussion of the topic as legalinstitutions as such don’t exist in virtualw orlds.
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own.
Structures of employment are very hard to find in virtual worlds as most economic tasks can be
completed just fine by a single person. Assets in form of land (like the goldmine from the above
example) are usually freely available to everyone and no act of crafting requires larger investments in
infrastructure. While making a simple sword in World of Warcraft may take the input from a miner, a
skinner and a blacksmith, all three of these steps produce a tangible end result (metal bars, leather
and the final sword) which can easily be bought and sold without the need for employment.
Employment, if done at all in these worlds, is usually based on a single event basis. A player might
collect all the ingredients needed to craft some item he desires and then go out looking for a crafter
to combine them for him. Usually some kind of crafting fee will be charged in these cases, but that
resembles more the sale of a service than a form of employment. This lack of actual companies is
desired in most games, as an employer-employee relationship makes some players feel less worthy
than others which makes the game less fun for those forced into the role of an employee. Further
investigations of similarities between real world economies and virtual ones have therefore take into
account that companies are virtually non-existent in MMORGPs.30
II.2.2

Supply and Demand

Having identified a high degree of similarity between the actors in virtual and real worlds one can
now start to test some basic economic theories for their applicability to virtual economies. The
classical theory of supply and demand, put forth by Alfred Marshall, states that the price of a given
product or service will be defined through the ratio of supply of that specific good compared to the
demand for it.

30

There is,ofcourse,an exception to the rule.EVE O nline by CCP G am es includes com panies (“corporations”)
as a main feature. EVE online currently has about 125 thousand subscribers and has not been studied for this
report.
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“D em and is defined as a schedule w hich show s the various am ounts ofa product w hich custom ers
are willing and able to purchase at each specific price in a set of possible prices during some specified
period oftim e.” (McConnel, 1981, p.52)
“Supply m ay be defined as a schedule w hich show s the various am ounts ofproduct w hich a producer
is willing and able to produce and make available for sale in the market at each specific price in a set
ofpossible prices during som e specified tim e period.” (McConnel, 1981, p.59)
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show that high demand (a shift in the demand curve to the right) results in a high
price and high supply (a shift in the supply curve to the right) results in a low price. The point where
the two curves meet is called the equilibrium – the point at which consumers will buy a certain
quantity x0 at a specific price p0.

Price P

The basic statement derived from
this is that the price of a specific

Supply
Demand

product is higher when many
people want to buy it and lower
when large amounts of it are for
sale. While debated among

P0

economists31, this theory can be
easily proven for virtual markets
through observation of different
goods that have had a major
change in either supply or
demand throughout the observation

Quantity X
X0
Figure 2 - Simple supply and demand curves. According to (McConnel,
1981).

span.
The following factors influence the demand curve in real world economies (McConnel, 1981 , p. 5758):
1. Tastes - When the tastes of the consumers shift, so does there demand for certain goods.
2. Number of buyers - When a market grows or shrinks, demanders enter or leave the system.
31

There are different econom ic theories that argum ent against M arshall’s theory of supply and dem and.The
Keynesian economics for example, put forth by John Maynard Keynes,describe a phenom enon of“sticky”
prices, that does not fit into the classical theory of supply and demand.
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3. Income – Consumers that earn more money are able to buy more goods and vice versa.
4. Price of related goods – The prices of substitute and complementary goods can influence the
demand. An increase in the price of chicken meat for example may increase the demand for
pork.
5. Expectations – An expected shortage of one good in the future for example can increase the
current demand as people try to stock up.
Supply has an equal set of factors, most of which influence the cost of production of an item and
therefore the willingness of producers to produce a high amount of said item. (McConnel, 1981,
p.60-61):
1. Technique of production – New technology may increase the effectiveness goods can be
produced at for example.
2. Resource prices
3. Taxes and subsidies
4. Prices of other goods – A lowered price of a substitute good for example forces a change in
the price of this good as well.
5. Price expectations
6. The number of sellers
Many of these factors play a role in MMORPGs as well. When the market for a certain good is small
enough, one or two players entering it as major suppliers (change in the number of sellers) can
already force a huge change in price. An example for this w ould be the sale of‘Vision D ust’in W orld
ofW arcraft.‘Vision D ust’can be produced in virtually any am ount (providing appropriate investm ent
in raw m aterials)by enchanters.The dem and for ‘Vision D ust’on a m ature server is usually constant
at a rather low level. Most players either don’t know how to produce large am ounts of this dust or
cannot be bothered w ith it as the profit isn’t very high. The market therefore tends to go down to
one or two enchanters supplying the market with all the ‘Vision D ust’that is needed at a stabilized
price. Ten pieces of ‘Vision D ust’sold for 1 gold and 89 silver on average in March 2006 on the
European server “Storm rage”.There are,how ever,short tim e bursts of supply caused by either other
suppliers trying to enter the market as well or by players selling off their stocks. These burst of
increased supply overly saturate the market and virtually force each supplier to try and sell for a
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lower price than all others or risk not being able to sell his goods at all. This shows as a shift of the
supply curve to the right and therefore a lower price equilibrium.
D uring the observation period these bursts w ere able to m ake the price for ten pieces of ‘Vision D ust’
drop to as low as 50 silver pieces which is far below the production cost. Prices usually don’t stay that
low for larger time spans as it is very easy to cease producing a certain good and focusing on some
other market instead in most virtual economies. With switching costs almost nonexistent players will
stop producing the underpaid good and focus on a more lucrative market instead, therefore allowing
the price to stabilize again. It is this ease of switching to another line of production and the speed at
which goods can be produced in most virtual worlds that make the theory of supply and demand
w ork so w ellhere.“Sticky” prices and other phenom ena that contradict the predictions m ade
through the theory m ostly don’t

Price P

happen here because players are
able to react almost instantly to

Supply
Demand
Decreased
supply

any changes of the market.
Other changes of supply are
made through changes in the
game itself. As MMORPGs are

Pn
P0

constantly changed to improve
the game for all players lines of
supply change as well. There are

Quantity X
Xn X0

many ways for game designers to
consciously or unconsciously

Figure 3 – Decreased supply leads to an increase of the price equilibrium. According
to (McConnel, 1981).

change the amount of a certain
good available in a game. The easiest one would be to either increase or decrease the chance for
monsters to drop that specific item. This is usually done on purpose in order to directly manipulate
the market. While being an easy solution for supply gone wrong, these manipulations are easy to
spot by every player and usually not liked very much.
Another w ay w ould be to hide one’s m anipulations in a content change.Ragnarok O nline for
example underwent a rather large content change in a patch in early 2005 when the designers
decided to modify large parts of the world. Throughout these changes monsters were moved from
spots they could be found at before to other places.‘Skeleton Archers’for exam ple could previously
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be found in a highly popular area w here players w eren’t hunting them but rather killing them as an
afterthought because they were in the way.

After the patch the archers could only be found in a dungeon w ith other m onsters that w eren’t very
rewarding to hunt either, vastly reducing the rate at which archer skeletons were killed at all. People
didn’t protest about this change and no one even realized the im pact it w ould have on the econom y.
The results ofthis change started to show about a m onth later,w hen the item ‘Apple ofArcher’
suddenly started to grow in price.‘Apples ofArcher’can only be found on dead ‘Skeleton Archers’in
the game, usually in good

Price P

supply due to the amount
of those killed while

Supply
Demand
Increased
demand

hunting other monsters. It
took players about a
month to realize that

Pn

there were less and less of

P0

these apples to be found
for sale on the market.
Once they realized that
though, a steady increase
in prices could be
witnessed as the competition

Quantity X
X0 Xn

Figure 4 - Increased demand leads to an increase of the price equilibrium. According to
(McConnel, 1981).

dwindled down and players
in need of one of these apples had no choice other than to pay the increased prices.
Changes can come on the demand side as well. These are usually caused by changes to the game
itself as opposed to player decisions. One recent example of that would be the introduction of a new
assortment of armour sets in World of Warcraft. On 03/29/2006 Blizzard published a new patch
(version 1.10) for their game that enabled players to upgrade certain pieces of armour through doing
some quests. These upgrades require certain item s to be successful,such as ‘Stonescale O il’and
‘G reater EternalEssences’.The going price for a ‘G reater EternalEssence’on the European server
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“Storm rage” w as about five gold pieces prior to the patch and went up to nine gold pieces
immediately after.
As the observed server is very old32 there were a lot of players who had the pieces of armour they
could upgrade through this quest already and called decent amounts of money their own. These
players, exited about the possibility to improve their equipment just kept buying all supplies of
‘G reater EternalEssences’they could get their hands on.This renewed interest then allowed the
suppliers to greatly increase their prices until the market had found a new equilibrium.
Finally demand for certain items changes over time. When a server ages and the average level of its
characters increases, items for lower level characters decrease in demand while the demand for
higher level ones increases. On a new Ragnarok server for example selling upgraded stilettos (a
rather weak weapon) will succeed as players just don’t have very good w eapons yet and a stiletto w ill
be a w elcom e im provem ent.A ‘Zerom Card’33 on the other hand is only of marginal use for a lower
level player and will therefore sell for a low price. Looking at the same server half a year later things
will have changed dramatically. Stilettos will be available in overabundance for very low prices as
almost everyone will have a better weapon by then. (One could say that the taste of the consumers
has shifted.) The card however will have become far more expensive (an actual example during the
observation w as a price change from 200.000 zeny to 4 m illion zeny on the European server “Loki”)
as there will be very high level players that desperately need that card, increasing demand while
supply has stayed on roughly the same level. Aside from the change in taste mentioned above, this
specific example also shows increased income as a reason for a demand shift. People that have
played longer have a higher income than those that just started, allowing them to buy items at
higher prices, creating a shift of the demand curve to the left.
In conclusion there are 4 basic ways for the supply and demand ratio of a specific good to change:
1. Increased or decreased availability due to game changes
32

MMORPGs tend to set up new server hardware when the player base grows. These new servers usually start
empty and players are not able to transport their characters or game assets to them. The age of a server
therefore is an indicator of its economy – old servers tend to have very stable economies with most players
being at or close to the maximum level and owning large amounts of money. (see chapter II.2.3 “Inflation”)
33

While the card can be used by lower level players as well, the bonus it provides only becomes relevant at the
high end of the level curve.
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2. Increased or decreased competition in selling that good due to the decisions of players
3. Increased or decreased demand due to game changes
4. Increased or decreased demand due to server age
While this may seem completely different from how prices change in the real world, the differences
are actually not that big. It is true that there are no game changes in the real world but this world is
far from stable. New ways of cheaply producing goods are discovered daily, increasing supply and
lowering prices. Balancing that are natural resources like oil that are growing rarer, lowering the
supply and increasing prices of various goods. Demand fluctuates as well – the availability of HDTV
increases the demand for high definition television screens while market saturation will decrease
that demand again throughout the coming years until almost everyone calls an HDTV their own
which will then cost about the same as normal TVs cost right now. 34
II.2.3 Inflation
Whenever someone talks about the health of an economy the topic shifts to inflation sooner or later.
While inflation has been a major factor in economies ever since currencies were developed, many
people misunderstand what inflation stands for. When the euro was introduced in early 2002 people
in Germany kept talking about a strong increase in inflation due to the new currency. The official rate
of inflation however was a mere 1.5 % in April 2002 which has been pretty much the norm over the
last years. 35 (Blanchard, et al., 2004)
The reason for this discrepancy was that the price of a few select goods increased greatly at that time,
while most other prices stayed at the same level. People believed that everything rose in price due to
them not looking at the most important factor in their costs of living (i.e. rent) but rather at the
prices in plain view, like the ones in restaurants for example. (Blanchard, et al., 2004)
The same is happening in virtual worlds all the time. A decrease in supply or an increase in demand
for a certain good make a few select prices go up and everyone feels that the world is going down
and inflation is out of control. Similarly players in virtual worlds often even call an oversaturation of
the market with certain goods inflation, even though that actually deflates the currency.36

34

This prediction may of course turn out to be wrong.

35

More detailed figures showing this trend can be obtained from the Federal Statistics Office Germany.
(Federal Statistic Office Germany, 2006)
36

See chapter II.2.4 “Increase in physical capital”
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II.2.3.1 Mechanisms of inflation
“Inflation is a process ofcontinuously rising prices or equivalently,ofa continuously falling value of
m oney.” (Laidler, et al., 1975, p.741)
This overall increase in prices is often measured by comparing the average prices of a select basket of
different goods between different points of time. The difference between the new average and an
older one is the inflation.
Inflation can also be seen as an increase in the ratio of available money to available goods. A general
increase in money supply as well as a decrease in the availability of goods leads to a devaluation of
money (the same amount of money can be used to buy less goods).
This is proven in the classical theory of money37, which provides us with the formula

Where M is the total mount of money in circulation, V the velocity of money transactions, P the price
level and Y the total amount of goods produced. The formula basically claims that the sum of money
spent (MV) is equal to the amount of money received (PY) which should be an obvious truth.
However this formula leads to interesting conclusions when some factors are constant. The velocity
V for example does not usually change much and the total amount of goods produced (usually
measured in the gross national product GNP) while not constant in the long run, can be assumed to
be so in the short run. If V and Y are assumed constant it is easy to see that any increase in prices
causes an increase in money supply and vice versa. This is neatly summarized in The New Palgrave:
“Any m ovem ent in P as a result ofchanges in the production cost of com m odities (or m oney)has a
com m ensurate effect on M .” (Eatwell, 1991, vol. I, p. 449)
The amount of money that is available within an economy is usually controlled by the government
and consists of two basic figures – the transactions demand and the asset demand. Transactions
demand is the money that is needed to perform all the trades that occur within an economy at a
specific time. The more transactions take place between different actors the more money is needed.
Asset demand on the other hand is the amount of money that people are willing to keep for
them selves in order to spend it a t a later point oftim e.In realw orld econom ies “asset dem and for
37

According to (Eatwell, 1991) and (McConnel, 1981).
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money varies inversely w ith the rate ofinterest.” (McConnel, 1981, p.269)
The higher the interest rate is the lower is the incentive to actually keep money because one loses an
opportunity to gain a profit by doing so.This type ofcost is often referred to as “opportunity cost” –
not doing something that gains profit basically costs money. Finding a piece of gold and then
throwing it away might not cost any money in the real sense, but it still has an opportunity cost
associated with it, as one would have been able to sell the gold instead and make a profit.
What this goes to show is that it can be necessary to increase the amount of money in a system to
keep it working, when either the transactions demand or the asset demand for money increase. An
increase in transactions demand does not cause inflation however. Since transaction demand is
directly bound to the amount of products that are produced and traded within an economy, the
increased need for money is balanced by the increased supply of goods.
A high asset demand on the other hand can cause inflation, as more money has to be printed to keep
the transaction dem and satisfied,but the am ount ofavailable goods doesn’t change.This can be
counteracted by increasing the opportunity cost of saving money.
II.2.3.2 Causes of inflation
A regular cause of inflation can be the increase in the price of a certain good. An increase in the price
of oil for example leads to growing costs for many companies who in turn increase the prices for
their products, thereby increasing the cost of living for the population which will then lead to the
need for higher wages and so on. This vicious circle does not usually apply to virtual worlds as they
know neither wages nor costs for a living. An increase of a price of a raw material will therefore not
cause all prices to increase but will limit its trickle-down effect to a certain range of goods that
require said raw material at some point in their production chain.
There must therefore be another reason why MMORPGs experience inflation, the printing (or
generation) of money. The amount of cash dropped and the sell value of the dropped items usually
goes up as players level up and kill more difficult monsters. Therefore we are not only dealing with a
steady creation of money but actually with an increasing amount of money added to the game over
time. As more and more players get to the higher levels more and more money will be generated by
each player every minute making the amount of money in the game grow exponentially if left
uncontrolled. The following paragraphs will show the development of a rough formula describing
the money generation within a virtual world.
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If, as described above, the amount of money a player can generate over a specific amount of time
(M ’)is directly proportionalto the character’s level(L)w e get the follow ing form ula to start from :

The proportionality factor µ depends on the implementation of the virtual world in question and
basically describes by how much the money generation rate increases with each character level.
Assuming a linear curve for leveling up38 (meaning that it takes as much time to get from level 1 to
level 2 as it takes from level 49 to 50) the level of a character is directly proportional to the time his
player has spent in the game (t):

Again including a proportionality factor based on the w orld’s im plem entation.Com bining the tw o
formulas leads to:

This linear formula describes the amount of money generated by one player per unit of time
depending on the time he has spent playing the game. The integral of this curve therefore would be a
description of the total amount of money generated by one player.

This leaves us at a rough formula for calculating the amount of money per capita in a game at a
specific point of time, not taking into account any means of removing money from the system. As
both µ and β are constants depending on the im plem entation of the w orld they w illbe sum m arized
for following calculations as

, yielding:

That equation is actually flawed in the sense that characters never level up at a steady rate. Not only
does it usually take longer to levelup w hen you are at a higher levelbut there’s also alw ays a cap at
which players can’t levelfurther.O nce people reach that cap the curve w illstart to flatten untilthe
38

This is a simplification. All MMORPGs known to the author implement a system where reaching a new level
always takes longer than reaching the level before.
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point where every single player has reached the level cap and the money generation rate will stop
growing, leaving us at

once all players have reached the maximum level, where Ω is the

amount of money per time generated by a character at the maximum level.
The difference between the two models can be seen in Figure 5, which uses fictional numbers for the
factors detailed above as well as for the rate at which players get to the level cap. As one can clearly
see these formulas still indicate an enormous increase in the amount of money in the game which
leads to a high inflation which, as detailed above, has to be avoided.
II.2.3.3 Keeping inflation under control

Inflation in the real world is nowadays controlled by central banks. The most popular mean to
reduce inflation is to raise the key interest rate, as detailed above. Raising the key interest rate
however has the rather large
drawback of stifling

hindering the growth of the
economy. Inflation control in
virtual worlds has similar

Players start to reach
the maximum level

Money per capita

investments and therefore

No level cap
Level cap

problems – the amount of
money in fluctuation must be
kept at a balanced level, neither
allowing players to gain too much
money nor making money too

Time
Figure 5 - The growing rate of money per capita depends on whether the virtual
world has a maximum level for characters or not

hard to get – but key interest rates do not exist in virtual worlds and can therefore not be used for
that purpose. People might ask at this point why one should even bother with fixing inflation. If
everyone has more money which makes the prices go up, everyone should be able to buy the same
amount of goods they could buy without any inflation after all.
The problems with this stance are twofold:
1. There w illnever be a “pure” inflation – that is one were income and prices grow at the same
rate.An exam ple from the realw orld w ould be retirem ent pension w hich often isn’t changed
with inflation and therefore leaves many old people lacking. (Blanchard, et al., 2004)
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Pure inflation doesn’t exist in M M O RPG s either.The continuous money generation in virtual
worlds (as discussed in chapter II.2.3.2 “Causes of inflation”) is mainly caused by high level
players. New players will often be unable to keep up with the ever growing prices as their
income does not increase by the same amount. Inflation therefore decreases both the
accessibility and the fairness of a virtual economy.
2. A high inflation makes a currency less reliable. Keeping money instead of spending it leads to
a loss in buying pow er over tim e (as the m oney devaluates w hile the goods don’t) and a high
inflation can take this to the point where trading money for goods is just foolish.
II.2.4 Increase in physical capital
Inflation, as detailed above, reflects an increase in the overall level of prices. There is a closely
related but opposite phenom enon that’s w orking in econom ies as w ell– a gradual increase in
physical capital. The HDTV example from above describes this quite well – especially when goods are
durable (cars, TVs, magic swords), markets will get saturated with a certain good and prices for that
good will plummet.
While the real world does not know many goods that will never need to be replaced, there are still
some that hold a very long time. While people may buy more than one house within their lifetime
that’s usually because either their needs have changed (m ore room s needed for a growing family for
example) or because they moved somewhere else but not because the house is so worn out that it
can’t be used again. Other people will then buy said house instead of building a new one, decreasing
the demand for new houses. This has lead to major crises within the construction industry in the past,
as low ering the price for building a new house just isn’t possible anymore at one point, therefore
removing the last possibility those firms had to attract customers.
This saturation of the market for certain goods happens just as easily in virtual worlds. A prime
example here would be bags in World of Warcraft. Bags of different sizes can be used to hold items
and are made by players with the tailoring skill. Starting players usually buy bags that have room for
only six items as those are very cheap to produce. On a new server these bags are in high demand
and sell quite well. As players level up they get acquire sufficient funds to buy larger bags – leaving
them without a use for the smaller ones. These are still perfectly good though and can therefore be
sold to newer players – decreasing the demand for tailor to sew new ones. This cyclic process then
goes on and on up to the point where the high level players all have the largest bags that can be
made by players, having sold multiple generations of bags to lower level characters. Suddenly tailors
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find themselves unable to com pete w ith the prices of allthose “used” bags and w illnorm ally stop
producing bags altogether. What may seem an acceptable loss in the case of tailors and their bags
quickly gets out of hand when applied to all other goods as well.
All equipment in Ragnarok O nline for exam ple can be resold to other players ifone doesn’t need it
anymore. Buying a used weapon is just as good as buying a new one in that game, which leads to the
effects detailed above. The older a server gets the more items of the same type get introduced into
the gam e.As they are never used up and don’t becom e obsolete (ifa player acquires a better pair of
boots he will just sell his old one) prices of these goods drop.
This problem can easily be overlooked when combined with a serious amount of inflation. The price
for a specific magic sword may stay the same over a large period of time, indicating on the first look
that no saturation with it takes place. If at the same time the average price level goes up though (as it
does in Ragnarok Online) that sword is experiencing a de facto devaluation even though its price
stays the same.
A comparison of prices over time has to take into account the inflation that has taken place within
the observation span and prices have to be adjusted accordingly. This phenomenon behaves in
exactly the same way as it does in real life. Comparing the price of bread in 1450 with that from 1912
(Nelson, 2005), for example, shows a major increase in price (0.15 units to 1.30 units per pound).
Once inflation is factored in though, one gets the expected result (as shown by the bread purchasing
power in the cited table) – a drop in the price of bread due to technological and social advancements.
II.2.5 Summary
Virtual and real economies have many common features and problems. The basic setup of both types
of economies is almost identical and both the saturation of a market with certain goods as well as
inflation pose threats to the health of an economy.
Classical economic theories can be used to describe many of the phenomena within virtual worlds
but their causes are often different.
Inflation has proved to be of major concern due to the way money is introduced into most virtual
worlds but needs to be handled in a different way than in the real world.
Knowing how real world economies work still helps a lot however when trying to understand why a
virtual economy is behaving the way it is and should therefore help to discover ways to control it.
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II.3 Controlling virtual markets
II.3.1 Controlling money circulation in virtual worlds
“A faucet->drain economy is one where you spawn new stuff, let it pool in the "sink" that is the game,
and then have a concomitant drain. Players will hate having this drain, but if you do not enforce
ongoing expenditures, you will have Monty Haul syndrome, infinite accumulation of wealth, overall
rise in the "standard of living" and capabilities of the average player, and thus unbalance in the game
design and poor gam e longevity.” (Koster)
This rule by senior game designer Raph Koster (who has worked on Ultima Online for Origin Systems
and is employed at Sony Online Entertainment at the time of this writing) has to be taken into
account by every game designer that wants his or her MMORPG to include a well developed
economy. Controlling the flow of money within the game is absolutely essential for the overall
quality of the virtual world.
The following sections will describe ways to do just that. Most of them have no equivalent to real
world options for controlling the market. Some of the examples below require an absolute amount
of power to be set into effect – a power that is held by the coding authority in a game, but by nobody
in the real world. Additionally, a real world economy is basically a closed system (ignoring foreign
markets for the sake of this argument) and therefore neither knows money entering the system
(other than due to printing by the central bank) nor money being taken out of the system. All trades
in the real world are performed between more or less equal actors, making the money generation
rate from trades basically zero.
An idea of how such a system could be simulated is described in chapter II.3.1.5 “Simulating a real
world market”.
II.3.1.1 Reduced money generation
While it may seem easy to just reduce the amount of money players can generate per hour, that
w ouldn’t be a solution for the problem at hand.
There are two ways to do this – both equally ineffective. One method would be to just reduce money
generation but leave everything else alone. This would make the game harder and less accessible
because players would have to kill monsters for hours and hours in order to be able to buy even the
simplest things. In addition to that problem the above equation would still be valid – one would just
stretch the curve but not change its quality. When looking at the formula below you will see that
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changing the m oney output only changes γ and therefore the slope of the curve,but does not change
the fact that time is squared.
Modifying the above equation to accommodate reduced money generation (δ)results in this:

The other way to reduce money generation plainly has no effect at all – reducing the money
generated as well as adjusting all costs to reflect that new value of the currency may change
numbers but does not change the behavior of the curve.
II.3.1.2 Running costs
All games reviewed in this paper as well as all other MMORPGS known to the author implement
some form of running costs to take money out of the game. Common examples for running costs are
repair costs, transportation costs and the cost of consumables. Running costs may be implemented
in different ways but they always work the same way – a part of the money you gather while playing
must be spent on repairs and similar services in order for you to keep playing. These costs usually
scale with level – repairing high level items is far more expensive than repairing low level ones and
healing potions that completely heal a player at high level are harder to obtain then the ones for
lower level characters. Developing an equation that describes the amount of money that has to be
spent by a single character on running costs follows along the same lines as the formula for money
generation.
Amount of money spent on running costs per unit of time ( ):

The total amount of money spent within time t is therefore again the integral of the above curve:

Condensing for simplicity with

then leads to
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Combining this equation and the one for the generated money per capita from above results in a
formula for the money per capita modified by running costs (Mc).

Comparing this equation with the one for reduced money generation one can see that again only the
slope of the curve is modified – making running costs implemented like this nothing else than a fancy
way to reduce money generation in a game – and therefore virtually useless.
Resubstituting

into both the above formula and the one for reduced money generation even

shows that they are identical:

There is, however, a way to make running costs worthwhile but it takes a decent amount of fine
tuning to work properly. The basic idea here is to not just scale the running costs with time but
actually implement a steeper curve over time. That way running costs can not only catch up with
money generation but actually overtake at a specific point in time. This would force high level players
to find other ways to earn money since just taking it from the game will not be enough to satisfy their
increasing running costs. One way to do this is to implement very high repair costs on the best
equipment in the game – making high level players actually lose money while playing and forcing
them to sell items to lower level players who still have a surplus of money. This system may or may
not be implemented in World of Warcraft, at least epic and legendary items 39 cost a fortune to repair.
O ne cannot say that for sure w ithout either a direct answ er from the gam e’s developers or at least a
character with high-end equipment to test it on.
39

WoW divides items into different categories according to their rarity. Epic and legendary are the two highest
categories available right now.
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II.3.1.3 Encouraging the spending of money
Both of the above options either force players into spending some of their earned money or just give
them less to start w ith.U sually though,players don’t like being forced into anything.
It has been shown above that it is of vital importance to find ways to take money out of the game if
inflation is to be avoided. A great way to do that without making players feel bad is to provide a good
selection of items that can be bought from NPCs at a high price.
This feature can stabilize an economy in two different ways. The most important one here is of
course removing money – trades betw een players don’t rem ove any m oney from the gam e,but
trades with non player characters do! The same way that selling items found on monsters facilitates
inflation, buying items from NPCs actually allows for deflation. In a perfect economy the amount of
money spent on buying items from computer controlled merchants equals the amount that is gained
by selling things to them. Barring other ways of money generation (cash gained by completing quests,
by stealing it from enemies etc.) an economy like this would have zero inflation.
The need for players to spend money at NPCs can interestingly be proven through the use of classic
econom ic theory.W alras’law states that “The aggregate value ofgood supplied (including m oney)
equals the aggregate value of goods demanded (including money).“ (Eatwell, 1991, vol. IV, p. 251)
In the real world this law is most likely true, as every transaction generates both supply and demand.
In a virtual world however, there are sometimes means in place (monsters) that supply goods
(money) but don’t demand any.40 Accumulating money by killing monsters costs a character almost
nothing – thereby breaking W alras’law .Assum ing that W alras’law is a sign ofa w orking econom y,
game designers must implement ways to make up for this lack of demand.
World of Warcraft implements this at multiple points, the most iconic being the possibility to buy
mounts41. Nobody is forced to buy a mount, but having one improves the game play and acts as a
status symbol. As mentioned earlier players often spend hundreds of hour’s worth of money to buy
an item they cannot sellagain.(M ounts are “bind on equip” – once you use it you can’t trade it
anymore.)
Another good example in World of Warcraft is buying skills – while buying your class skills may

40

There is free lunch in an uncontrolled virtual world. See (Eatwell, 1991, p.240, 421)

41

Mounts in W orld of W arcraft allow players to m ove around m ore quickly outside ofcom bat.They don’t
actually increase a character’s pow er but are instead a com m odity item s for the players.
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almost be considered a running cost (you have to buy most of them to compete) trade skills cannot.
Trade skills are used to create items for your personal use and for selling such as weapons, armour or
potions. Trade skills as such are not needed to do well in the game but many players like creating
their own goods and therefore spend lots of gold at trainers to improve their skills.
The other tw o gam es don’t fare allthat w ellin this criteria.D iablo 2 does indeed offer w ays ofbuying
good items at NPCs but they are hard to use. Most vendors in the game have a selection of randomly
generated items for sale each time you visit a town, almost all of which are virtually useless at higher
levels. The rare useful exceptions are items that can be used in some way or another as raw material
to create much better ones. Buying one of those usually means leaving and re-entering the town
repeatedly until the correct one is for sale42 – very cumbersome, considering the fact that these
items can all be acquired in other w ays and aren’t allthat good to begin w ith.
Another possibility to spend your money in Diablo 2 is gambling. Gambling is offered by some NPCs
throughout the game and works much the same way that lotteries work: You buy an item without
knowing what it is, most of them are terrible and not worth even a fraction of the amount you spent.
Every once in a while you can get a decent or even very good item this way though. Gambling allows
you to spend basically any amount of money and can be very rewarding. Due to its random nature
though, you cannot rely on gambling at all, which makes it a pretty weak backup for a steady
currency. As detailed in chapter II.1, a currency needs some solid backup (like gold bars in real life) in
order to be stable and accepted – something gambling cannot provide. If somebody finds a rare item
he cannot use and sells it for money in World of Warcraft they can be sure to get something they can
use whenever they choose to spend their money. Not so in Diablo 2. Sure one can try to gamble for
something one needs – but that might as well fail, meaning he just gave away his precious rare item
for free.
Ragnarok Online falls somewhere between these two extremes. While one cannot buy any items that
are useful at higher level from vendors in this game either, there are other ways to purposefully
spend money. One is using services - transportation, upgrading weapons and armour and sometimes
even doing quests cost money. When compared to the amount of money that can be made by just
selling drops to NPC vendors, these costs plus the running costs of buying consumables can quickly
eat up a good part of the income of an average player. All these costs don’t really scale w ith the
42

Diablo 2 vendors present a random selection of goods to the buyer that refreshes when the player leaves and
reenters a town.
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character level at allthough and therefore don’t have m uch of an impact on the income of a higher
level player.
This mechanism alone would probably still lead to a rapid inflation and at some point to the
abandoning ofthe currency ifthere w asn’t another huge money sink in play for very high level
players: War of Emperium (WoE). The WoE takes place on two days each week and allows guilds to
capture castles hold by other guilds. Owning a castle has great advantages as it allows players access
to better levelling regions as well as providing far better items. While it doesn’t seem as ifW oE w as
intended to be a money sink by the developers, it turned out to be one. The reason for that is that
healing potions can be drunk at an incredibly fast rate – making it virtually impossible to kill a
character with some hit points as long as he still has potions left. These potions can be bought from
vendors and the best ones are very highly priced. The nature of WoE makes drinking a ton of these
basically a necessity if a guild wants to capture and defend a castle. The strongest guilds spend
millions of zeny each week for these potions.
These guilds are only a small fraction of the total number of players though and can therefore still
not completely halt inflation. On older servers this tends to degenerate to a point where it is almost
impossible to buy higher level items from players without finding some yourself first. While your
level 65 rogue may make about 25000 zeny an hour by just selling items he finds to a vendor, he will
still need to play countless hours in order to be able to buy a good dagger – which will cost more
than a million zeny. It would take the poor rogue upwards of forty hours to buy a new weapon – and
that is not even taking into account any running costs he will definitely have. Some items in the game
are valued so high that they cannot be sold using the usual trade system – since that one is limited to
trades of ten million zeny at maximum – clearly showing that the designers did not intend for their
currency to inflate that much. 43 Overall the currency of Ragnarok Online is relatively stable – while it
does have some serious inflation it is not that high that people would stop using money as a
currency – but at a high level that does not connect well with the money income that can be made
through killing monsters and selling their loot to vendors. It seems that the currency stabilized itself
after an initial peak of inflation – due to the fact that norm alloot isn’t w orth any significant am ount
of money, most high levelplayers don’t even bother to pick it up anymore which in return lowers the
rate of money introduced into the system and slows inflation.

43

This limit has allegedly been removed between the time the research took place at and this writing.
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If a currency can repair itself this way, one might ask why the Diablo 2 currency didn’t.There are tw o
answers to that question. First of all money is still needed to play Ragnarok Online at any level and
just stopping to use money as a currency would mean that people would actually have to start
picking up loot again – which can be pretty cumbersome and time consuming. Additionally, just
picking up loot would never pay for the costs of WoE, which makes trading items for money a
necessity for the larger guilds. The second reason might be even more important – unlike the one in
Diablo 2 the most used trading system in Ragnarok44 does not support any other currency but zeny a possibly unintended design restriction that nevertheless deserves attention.
II.3.1.4 Forcing the use of money
This technique has already been mentioned in the above paragraph but is important enough to
deserve its own section. As described above a game designer can include restraints in his or her
game that make it very hard to use something other than the intended currency. Both Ragnarok
online and World of Warcraft implement a trading system that makes selling items for money very
easy. Switching to a different currency would mean to abandon these institutions – making the game
play much more uncomfortable. This alone cannot salvage a dying currency though – if money is
clearly not worth trading for and other ways of trading are just too impractical to do people will just
stop trading, greatly devaluating a game. A market that uses an alternate currency like the one in
Diablo 2 should still be considered far better than no market at all. Forced use of money can
therefore be a nice addition to a well planned in-game market but should never be relied on to save
the game.
II.3.1.5 Simulating a real world market
The main reason for the ever increasing amount of money in circulation in online games is the fact
that NPCs and mobs have an unlimited supply of money they can hand out to players in one way or
another. Unlike a real economy where more money is only printed when the central bank decides it
is necessary, keeping inflation in mind whenever they do so, games tend to hand out money
whenever a player asks for it. This leads to a high inflation and the curve seen in Figure 5. The easiest
way to keep inflation under control would therefore seem to be just not allowing NPCs unlimited
access to money, but giving them a starting capital to operate with and make them use their own
money whenever they buy something from players. This way, NPCs would basically be simulated
44
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players – characters that can be used to controlprices and item availability w ithout being “out of the
system ”. Trades with these NPCs would no longer add money to or remove money from the system
but instead be part of a circulation, just like all trades between players.
U nfortunately this m odelcom es w ith lots ofdifficulties and has to this author’s know ledge yet to be
implemented in a MMORPG. Ultima Online implemented a strongly simplified version of this in its
beginning. Merchants would only buy a certain amount of each good and only sell what they had in
stock.This,how ever,didn’t w ork out w ell.
“In U O w e actually had to take OUT realistic economy sim aspects because they weren't fun. :P Shops
being overstocked and not paying for player goods, shops going bankrupt from failure to compete
with players, players going bankrupt from failure to compete with shops... and on and on and on.
Every tiny change sent massive tremors though the entire game. We're at the point now where it's a
lot less realistic,but kinda w orks,and sort of m oves along.*… +
In the end, UO began to move to a player-driven economy, whereby NPC shopkeepers are gradually
being taken out of the loop. The sole concern is whether newbies will retain sufficient access to the
goods they need to get started in the gam e.” (Koster)
The two most prominent problems when trying to simulate a real world economy are money
distribution and savings. In order for this system to work, money must get back from players to the
merchants and mobs or it would soon be impossible to sell anything to vendors and mobs would just
stop dropping any money. There would probably some NPCs that gather a lot of money - class
trainers in World of Warcraft for example – while others would soon be unable to buy anything. To
avoid this, money regained would either have to be distributed in some way between all NPCs and
mobs or one could just make all of them share a single pool of money to draw from.
Even if they solve the problem of money distribution between the NPCs the designers will still have
to make sure that players spend enough money at vendors to keep the economy running.
Two major factors will lead to a fast reduction of the money available to NPCs. First of all is the
problem of players stopping to play the game, leaving their character and their money unused
behind. This even happens when the gam e’s population stays constant because there w illalw ays be
people leaving and others starting up new. This problem is very hard to solve in an elegant way –
easiest would probably be to try and estimate the amount of money lost this way and just give that
much money to the NPCs.
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The second problematic factor here is people saving their money. Just as in the real world, a virtual
economy like this has problems if people are saving too much of their money and thereby increasing
the asset demand.45 As opposed to the real world which has banks and loans, allowing even saved
money to be invested by other people (through loans) and allowing the central banks to influence
the amount of investments done (through changing interest rates), saved money in virtual worlds
doesn’t do anything to keep the economy alive.
W hile it w ould theoretically be possible to im plem ent banks into M M O RPG S as w ellit doesn’t seem
to be worth the trouble. One must not forget that most players in such a game neither know how an
economy works nor like to learn those things. Keeping it simple has to be a major concern when
designing an economy – som ething interest rates surely don’t accom plish.
Game designers planning to simulate a real world market will therefore have to find other ways of
making people spend their money instead of saving it. If this sounds familiar, that is because it leads
to exactly the same problem that was detailed in chapter II.3.1.3. Even an economy with a closed
market (total amount of money stays constant) has to balance the amount of money going from
vendors to players and the other way round, making the whole system questionable. The first step to
simulating a real world economy should therefore be to completely get rid of NPC vendors and allow
for a completely player driven market. This, however, forces the game designer to give up a lot of
power and will be very hard to balance. Overall building an economy like this should prove a very
interesting challenge – but probably w on’t turn up in a major game in the next few years.
II.3.1.6 Controlled import and export of goods and money
Another system to control the level of prices in a virtual economy is introduced by Edward
Castronova (Castronova, 2005, p.189-194). He proposes that vendors should not be omnipresent but
instead hard to access at the corners of the world. An actual example of his includes shipments laden
with goods and money arriving in specific intervals from somewhere outside the game world. The
merchants that came with those ships would then buy and sell goods at fixed prices.
This model would allow the coding authority to have strong control of the prices within the player
driven market. If a good is sold at higher prices by players than desired by the coding authority,
resourceful players will buy the goods from the merchants as well and then sell them to other players
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at a slight profit. The reverse will happen when a good gets too cheap on the player driven market –
players will just buy up all supplies of said good and sell them to the merchants.
Usually fixed vendor prices set a maximum and minimum price that goods can be sold for in an
economy (as players will rather trade with merchants as detailed above if the market conditions are
bad). This fixing of prices would be shown in extreme if vendors actually charged nearly the same
amount of money for an item as they pay for it. (This small gap between selling and buying prices
was proposed by Castronova as well).
In the extreme point detailed above player based economy would basically cease to exist – when the
price of an item is fixed, there is no need to ever trade with another player. This is where making the
vendors rare and hard to access comes in – players would still trade with each other because it is
easier than taking the long journey to a vendor (who might not even be there right now or not have
the wanted good in stock) but prices would be kept roughly at an equal level. This model, however,
seems to create an oddly distorted economy. An increase in money supply will not cause inflation
(defined as an increase in overall prices) as prices are basically fixed. Instead it will just make players
more and more rich, basically generating a Diablo 2 like economy if not controlled. Using a formula
from classical economics again46 shows how an economy like that will evolve.

Assuming a fixed velocity (V) again, fixing prices would mean that increased money supply leads
directly to an increase in available goods. This is only logical as players with more money will be able
to buy more items from vendors. This economy would lead to the point where both items and money
are worthless because they are available in abundance.
One could of course limit the money supply by having merchants hand out only as much money as
they gain from their sales, basically combining this method with the one detailed in chapter II.3.1.5.
It is questionable, however, whether an economy with fixed prices would be fun. It would of course
be possible (and most likely necessary) for the coding authority to make prices fluctuate over time in
order to avoid stagnation – but such a model would feel artificially imposed. While this approach has
not yet been tested, it seems advisable to allow the players to shape the economy and only
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implement some ways to stop it from getting out of hand instead of forcing them into a model of the
gam e designer’s likings.
II.3.2 Controlling physical capital
Chapter II.2.4 “Increase in physical capital” show ed that an increase in physicalcapital and the
accompanying devaluation of durable goods can be just as big a problem for a virtual economy as
inflation is. When items are available in overabundance they are no longer of any value to players
and therefore irrelevant to the economy. This chapter will discuss ways to stop that devaluation from
happening.
II.3.2.1 Limited durability
Gradual saturation of markets with a certain good usually happens when that good is very durable.
Examples above included houses and cars for a reason – they are usable for many years when
treated right and will be resold when a new one is acquired instead of destroyed. Consumables and
goods w ith a short lifespan usually don’t have this problem .Food for exam ple is consum ed after one
use and light bulbs for projectors have a specified lifespan after which they will basically just stop
working.
Selling consumable goods is a lucrative trade, as people will need to buy new ones on a regular basis,
keeping the demand up and prices high. The most obvious way to stop items from devaluating would
therefore be to implement durability – a shield would just be broken after it took a couple of
hundreds of hit from swords and maces and would have to be replaced. Or, keeping in accord with
the example used above, a bag would start getting holes after extensive use and maybe let items slip
away unnoticed. All three games discussed here implement some form of durability for items – in
W orld ofW arcraft and D iablo 2 an item ’s durability decreases w hen used and in Ragnarok O nline
items can be destroyed by certain game events. These m easures don’t help the problem at allthough,
as they are not executed properly. Every single of these games gives players the possibility to repair
their items for a certain sum of money – making durability a running cost instead of a measure to
keep item devaluation in check.47
Before blaming the designers of those games for such a poor implementation one has to remember
that economics are not the only important aspect of game design. The priority goal has to be to
47
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create fun – and losing a rare item one has w orked countless hours to get definitely isn’t very
enjoyable. An example of this can be seen in Diablo 2. Every item there has the chance to get the
attribute “ethereal” w hich m akes it stronger and easier to use but at the same time makes it
impossible to repair that item. These are clearly intended as a way to allow players to maximize their
pow er w ith the disadvantage that they’llhave to find a new item to use after som e tim e.Som e
ethereal items are heavily traded and of high value, but they are not normally used the way they
were intended. There are some uses for ethereal items in the game that do not involve them getting
destroyed, making them basically just superior versions of their basic item. Ethereal items that
cannot be used this way are usually very cheap and almost no one cares to trade for them. This
example shows that players prefer their items to stay with them instead of getting destroyed
completely and that they are willing to accept a loss in power if their items can be repaired in return.
W hile,to the best ofthis author’s know ledge,there hasn’t been a w orld that im plem ents this
“ethereal” system for every item players can get,the D iablo 2 experim ent show s already that that
would greatly reduce then fun in the game and should be avoided.
II.3.2.2 Binding
Trying to reduce the physical capital available to the players will never be something that players like
when they look at it. The idea must be to find a middle way that neither makes the players feel too
uncomfortable nor allows for a great devaluation of items. One way to do this would be the binding
system of World of Warcraft. This system includes three basic types for items – “norm al”,“bind on
equip” and “bind on pickup”.N orm alitem s are just as items in Diablo 2 or Ragnarok Online – they
can be freely traded between players. Normal items are usually of low power though and therefore
not very important to the economy.48
“Bind on equip” and “bind on pickup” are basically tw o sides ofthe sam e coin.W hen an item is
bound to a player he w illnot be able to trade it to other players anym ore.Ifan item is “bind on equip”
it w illbe bound to a player on the first use,ifit’s “bind on pickup” it w illbe bound as soon as it’s
acquired.“Bind on equip” item s can therefore be sold to other players as long no one has used them
before,w hile “bind on pickup” item s can never be traded. This binding system greatly decreases the
devaluation of items as they cannot just be resold once a player gets his hands on a better item.
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Basically spoken, this system eliminates the secondary market, constantly generating demand for
new items to be created whenever a player reaches a higher level (enabling him to use better
equipment).
Lim itations like this don’t com e w ithout disadvantages of course. M aking too m any item s “bind on
pickup” reduces the am ount of trades betw een players (one of the criteria suggested above for a
successful economy), since the desired items must be found and cannot be bought, and “bind on
equip” m akes experimenting difficult. It is a common practice in Ragnarok Online for example to buy
an item ,try it out,and then sellit again ifit doesn’t w ork as w ellas the player hoped.Additionally it
enabled players that got tired of playing one of their characters to sell his equipment and use that
money to buy equipment for another character.
II.3.2.3 Deaths
Different games punish the death of a player character quite differently. World of Warcraft for
example has an almost negligible penalty for death – players just have to run back to where they died
in ghost form and lose ten percent durability on their items. Ragnarok Online teleports people back
to a town and makes them lose one percent of the experience points they gathered at their current
level. Diablo 2 in normal mode returns players to the nearest town and makes them lose a bit of
money. Diablo 2 has a second mode of play though, that differs from the normal one only in the
treatment of player death. If a character dies in this so called “hardcore m ode”,he is dead forever.
Once a character dies he cannot be used to play anymore, nor can his items traded to other
characters. This system rem oves a decent am ount ofitem s from the gam e over tim e but it doesn’t
do so equally.Item s that players don’t use are usually stored on so called “m ules” – characters that
were just created to provide storage space – and not on the main playing characters. Only items that
frequently used will therefore be taken out of the economy, others, like runes for example, will stick
around. Furthermore it is possible for a player to allow friends that are in the same region as he is
when he dies to loot his corpse. Looting in this case means to pick up his equipment. There are,
however, a couple of valuable items that are not equipped but need to be carried around to have an
effect. These items always leave the economy if their owner dies, even if he allowed another player
to loot his corpse beforehand. The way that this system is implemented in Diablo 2 makes it unlikely
that it was intended to be used to counteract the increase in physical wealth. That does not make it
uninteresting but it is a fact that game developers usually shy away from enforcing permanent
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character death as it is even more frustrating for players to lose their character and his equipment
instead of just losing the equipment as described in chapter II.3.2.1 “Limited durability”.
II.3.2.4 Item sinks
Just as it is possible to implement money sinks into a game (see chapter II.3.1.3 “Encouraging the
spending of money”)coding authorities can also create item sinks.The idea behind item sinks is to
have players willingly hand in items of certain types for a reward. In Diablo 2 an item sink was
im plem ented w hen the am ount of “Stone ofJordan” rings (see chapter II.1.3.2 “The alternative
currency”)in the gam e got out of control.Selling these rings to a vendor w ould increase a global
counter and if enough of these rings were sold a special boss would appear that allowed access to
new, even more powerful items. This worked very well, quickly decreasing the supply of Stones of
Jordan to a healthy amount. While this was a singular emergency feature, Ragnarok Online
implements a strong system of item sinks. Players can hand their equipment as well as some specific
raw materials and some money to a NPC that will then try to upgrade those items. The first couple of
upgrades are risk free, but the higher a player tries to upgrade his items the more likely the chance
for it to fail and destroy the item. Rich players are known to buy large amounts of a single item type
and feed them to that NPC until they are successful in upgrading one to the maximum level.
As long as an item is very rare and expensive no one can afford to upgrade it that far, but when item
devaluation kicks in and the market gets flooded with items of that type it is relatively cheap to buy
enough of them for the upgrading. People who start buying lots of a specific item (and actually
destroy them through the upgrading process) obviously increase the demand for that specific item
and reduce the market saturation (less goods for sale) therefore increasing the price for that item. In
Ragnarok Online, not all items are upgradeable and some in higher upgrade demand than others,
making the system less than a complete solution to the problem. Unlike bags in World of Warcraft
however, there are measures in place to keep item prices high.
This approach has the incredible advantage of not being perceived as negative by the player – they
are not losing any item s as long as they don’t w ant to but rather have the possibility (even ifit’s slight)
to improve their items. If a virtual world would include multiple different item sinks like the one in
Ragnarok Online, one might be able to complete stop market saturation without annoying the
players.
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II.3.3 Controlling virtual economies with different trading systems
Different implementations of trading systems into virtual worlds can have a major effect on their
economy. This section will describe the trading systems of the three games studied in this paper and
discuss their merits and weaknesses. Accessibility is one of the main criteria used to measure this
success postulated in chapter II.1.1Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden., and
trading systems provide exactly that. A good trading system allows all players to freely trade items
without discomfort and in the optimal case also provides good ways for players to find others to
trade with.
Additionally a well executed trading system increases the volume of trades. If selling an item requires
a large effort from the side of the player, only very valuable items will be traded as all others might
be deemed unworthy of the effort. If a system is easy and fast to use however, everything that might
be of use to other players will be sold – causing a great increase in the volume of trades.
II.3.3.1 The trading system of Diablo 2
Diablo 2 has clearly the worst trading system of the three games studied here – it’s alm ost
nonexistent. The only way to trade items away is two characters meeting in a game and exchanging
items through the trade window. This is limited in multiple kinds of ways. First of all you need to find
a trade partner who has what you are looking for. The only structure provided for that in the game
are so called trade channels. Chat rooms where everybody can write what he is looking for and then
arrange a meeting in some game to perform the trade. These channels usually have many users in
them posting their offers allthe tim e and are not searchable.In order to find a specific item you’ll
therefore have to go to a channeland hope that there’s som ebody in there that owns the item and is
willing to sell it to you for a fair price at the exact moment of time you are there. While trades can be
and are performed this way, it seems a pretty weak institution for handling the trades of thousands
of players. Players helped themselves by putting up message boards in the internet where one can
post what one is looking for and then arrange a meeting through the message board – w hich doesn’t
require people to be there at the same time of day and is searchable. These message boards are
usually limited to a smaller community though which makes the selection of items you can buy there
rather small.
II.3.3.2 The trading system of Ragnarok Online
Ragnarok Online implements a rather unique approach to trading which fits the style of the game
very well. Merchant class characters may learn to open a shop where they sell their wares. When a
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m erchant uses his “Vending” skilla little bubble appears over his head that leads to the m erchant’s
shop when double clicked. Such a shop may contain a fixed number of items, depending on how
m any skillpoints that player has put into “Vending”.The m erchant enters his asking price for these
items when opening the shop and then usually leaves his computer and goes ahead to do something
different. Any player passing by can now buy the items in the shop for those prices without further
interaction needed. W hile this isn’t even close to the brutalefficiency ofthe auction house in W orld
of Warcraft, it does allow for rather amusing shopping expeditions through the capital city of
Prontera.49
This system obviously has its disadvantages – searching a huge city for the cheapest merchant can be
annoying especially when you are short on time. Additionally merchants need to leave their
computer on and online whenever they want to sell something. The fact that searching for the
cheapest offer isn’t alw ays easy gives the m arket less ofa cut-throat feel when compared to World of
Warcraft. While trying to sell an item in the auction house there forces you to be cheaper than your
competitors (the only buying argument there is the price and everyone can see the cheapest one at a
glance)it isn’t alw ays that w ay in Ragnarok O nline.Choosing the right title and location for your shop
can go a long way to selling your goods at good prices.
Auctioning or general selling of items one does not know the price of is not supported by this system.
There isn’t even a city-wide trade channel where players could ask for buyers which confines sellers
to open their own chat room (appearing as a bubble over the character’s head)w ith a describing title
like “S> M ocking M uffler c/o 5m ”50 and stay in front of their computer waiting for people to pass by
and make offers.
II.3.3.3 The trading system of World of Warcraft
World of Warcraft offers by far the most efficient trading system among the studied games. Every
major city has an auction house, where people can sell whatever they want. Players just hand their
items to an auctioneer, specify a runtime for the auction (2 hours, 8hours, 24 hours) starting bid and
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possibly a buyout price51, pay a deposit to cover the auctioneer’s costs in case the item doesn’t sell
and are done. From now on every player in one of the four major cities of the same faction 52 can do a
comfortable search for items they need and either buy them out or bid on them. The buying player
will then receive the item and the seller his money using the in-game mail system. The auction house
charges a five percent fee on every successful sale, and keeps your initial deposit if the item doesn’t
sell. That way people are encouraged to sell at reasonable prices or at least offer a reasonable
starting bid – putting an expensive item up for sale and not finding a buyer can add up quite fast.
In addition to the auction house World of Warcraft offers a trade channel that can be read in all
major cities of your faction – allow ing players the sale ofservices and goods they cannot or don’t
want to put up at the auction house. While not exclusively a trading mechanism, the mail system
that’s build into World of Warcraft further facilitates easy trades. Not only can players mail items and
gold to each other, the game actually allows specifying an amount of money that has to be paid upon
receiving a mail – allowing players that are geographically far from each other to perform trades
without the need to fear to be betrayed.
II.3.3.4 Comparison
Trade systems are of high importance for the success of a virtual economy. A virtual economy needs
a high amount of trading between players to work properly and trading systems are what makes this
possible in the first place. The easier it is to trade items with other players the more trades will
happen. Lots of trades generate increasing trust in the currency and make players more likely to sell
whatever they find instead of trying to find one-for-one trades. A system like the one in World of
Warcraft does this pretty well, only failing to provide a really convenient way to sell services.
However, a system that reduces trades to just supply/demand calculations like the auction house in
World of Warcraft does can be very annoying to players taking the trading business seriously. Factors
like friendliness ofthe m erchant and availability ofa broad range ofother goods don’t m atter in the
buying decision at all anymore. A player selling through the auction house can simply generate a
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good reputation with other players that might allow him to sell at slightly higher prices than other
players do – everything that counts is having the lowest price among all competitors.
While the system of Diablo II is definitely not the way to go, one cannot say that World of Warcraft
does everything correct either. Designing a trading system must take into account both usability and
a way for merchants to generate incentives to buy from them other than raw price. One way to do
that may be the inclusion of a more detailed crafting system than the one in World of Warcraft or
Ragnarok Online but use the idea of an auction house to sell those crafted goods. (See chapter II.3.4
“Controlling virtual economies with crafting”) Another idea could be to include an improved
merchant-character system, allowing players to rent or buy houses where they can put up their
shops – trying to emulate the way trading works in real life.
II.3.4 Controlling virtual economies with crafting systems
A real economy basically knows two types of goods that can be traded - raw materials and
m anufactured item s. Virtualw orlds don’t usually w ork this w ay.The m ost com m on w ays for items
to enter the market are either vendors or monsters. Whether a sword is bought from an NPC or
found on a dead monster, its origin is just unclear. An economy like this knows neither raw materials
nor production, but items just appear instead.
This is not only unrealistic, but creates a less interesting economy as well. Many MMORPGs try to
make up for that by offering some way for their players to create their own items. This is known as
“crafting”.
Crafting can be a very useful tool when designing an economy. Not only do player made items
increase the amount of items that are sold and bought, but they also create a whole new market for
ingredients. A blacksmith in World of Warcraft for example uses copper bars and light leather for one
of the very first weapons he can make. Copper bars are made by miners who need to mine the
copper ore first and smelt it into bars. Light leather is found by skinners who can skin the animals
they hunt. This one way to craft something already employs up to three people, encouraging trades
between players. Some ingredients are very hard to come by and sell for very high prices in the
auction house – even though they are of no use on their own. There are two major schools of
crafting systems to be found in current games – those where crafts can fail and those where crafts
always work. While that difference may seem small, it is really a major distinction. In World of
Warcraft crafts never fail. If a player has reached the right level in his profession and has all the
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ingredients needed for an item he will succeed in making it. This crafted item will be in no way
different than an item of the same type made by another player – even if that player spent much
more time on training his profession than the other player did. This leads, just as the auction house
system detailed above, to crafters being indistinguishable from each other. The only difference
between two level 20053 blacksmiths in World of Warcraft is the price they charge for their services.
This all changes when crafts can fail, like they can in Ragnarok Online. When a player tries to craft in
that game there is a chance to break the item they are trying to make, losing all ingredients in the
process.That chance depends on the crafter’s leveland on how m any skillpoints he put into
dexterity and luck. Additionally crafters may choose to attempt to make a weapon of higher quality
than usual, which will reduce their chance to succeed. A crafter at a high level with lots of dexterity
and luck can therefore attempt to m ake item s ofm uch higher quality than players w ho didn’t put
that much attention into their profession and be successful. This leads to a market where players can
choose whether they would rather buy a run of the mill sword off of one of the average blacksmiths
or spend som e m ore m oney for a precisely crafted blade that’s been specially m ade for their current
needs.
Random elements like this are a staple of not only electronic but all game design. Especially role
playing games rely on randomness in almost every aspect of their being. Players have a chance to hit
or miss with their weapon and get a random amount of hit points on levelling up. Monsters have a
specific chance on dropping a specific item and on scoring a critical strike on the player. Without
these random elements games would quickly become repeating and boring or reward only the best
players of them all. Chess is the prime example for a game that does not have any random elements
which makes the better player win all the time. While chess may be a brilliant competitive game, it is
not suited to be entertaining for the masses.
A quote from Ben Calica "Luck is like a spice to games. Too little leaves it flavourless and boring. Too
much and it's bitter and hard to eat." (Calica, 1998) sums this up very well. In order to make a
computer game, especially a massively multiplayer one that is not primarily focused on competition,
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interesting one needs to add some amount of randomness to it. The designer must be careful though
to not overdo the randomness in the game. While a little luck will allow an inferior player to win over
a superior one once in a while or make him succeed in crafting an item that is not appropriate to his
crafting skills, adding too much chance to a game will make it frustrating for many players who get an
unlucky streak and keep failing even the sim plest crafts and losing to players that shouldn’t ever be
able to beat them.
Being unlucky is never something players will like, but it can get very frustrating when it leads to
losing virtual property. Spending large amounts of money on the ingredients to make a powerful new
piece of armour only to see it break into pieces because of the player losing a die roll does not make
the crafter happy. If it happens repeatedly they might even stop crafting altogether and thereby hurt
the whole economy (lower volume of trades). The topic of random elements is too large to be
discussed in detail in this paper, but as it is vital to designing a good crafting system to find the right
balance between skill and luck it had to be mentioned. An ideal crafting system would incorporate
three elem ents equally:The crafting skills ofa player’s character,chance and hum an input.
The last element has been mostly ignored by game designers so far. Crafting an item is based on a
recipe that one’s character can learn in som e w ay or another.These recipes have been created by
the gam e’s designers and cannot be m odified or experim ented w ith.A crafting system that is taking
human input into account would for example allow a blacksmith to try out a little more heat to forge
that blade in, choose to add some weight to the handle to make it more balanced or even try to mix
different sorts of metal for some increased durability.
In a system like the one describe above players could really influence the outputs of their crafting by
showing their own skills and not necessarily the ones of their characters. A player that has proven
over and over again that he has excellent ideas and can create items exactly to the custom er’s needs
would be able to build a real reputation throughout the virtual world – not only allowing crafting to
be much more fulfilling for the player but also deepening the role playing part of the game, enriching
the experience for everyone.
A good implementation of this will be very time consuming and difficult however. The designer has
to take into account that none of the items that can be crafted this way is too powerful while still
keeping the different possibilities interesting. Also it seems that in order to be commercially
successful a game has to be easy to understand and to learn. A good design would therefore
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incorporate all these possibilities into a simple interface. A good way to do this would be to allow
players to craft reasonable items through standard recipes – making the beginnings easy to learn –
but allow players w ho are interested to change them at w ill.“Easy to learn,hard to m aster” is said to
be important for most types of games – and crafting is no exception.
II.3.5 Summary
Controlling economies in virtual worlds is a difficult task and is impossible to find a single correct way
to improve the market of any given game.
One of the main tasks while designing a virtual economy has to be to keep inflation and the increase
of physical capital in check. The two main approaches here are to either fight the causes of these
phenomena by changing the way money and items are introduced into the world or to fight their
symptoms by taking items and money out of the game.
Other parts of the economy have to be controlled as well to provide accessibility, fairness and a
decent volume of trades. This can for example be done by carefully designing a trading and crafting
system.
Mathematics and logic can be used to find out whether these means help to reach the desired goal
or not – sometimes revealing that standard features of current virtual worlds (such as running costs)
do not actually have an impact on the economy at all.
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Discussion
The comparison of virtual and real economies quickly raises the question of why there is a difference
at all. As virtual economies are created by game designers who can control every single event that
happens in their world it should be an obvious solution to just copy an existing economic system
from the real world and use it in a game. This approach comes with a number of problems.
First of all creating a complete simulation of a real economy is a humongous task that has been tried
in various economics based games54. None of these games managed to include a full simulation of
real world trading, even though economics were their main focus. The second point here is that real
world economics are much more complicated than necessary for a working system. Virtual worlds
offer the designers an opportunity to create a much more streamlined system than the real one
which has grown over centuries and includes many unnecessary nooks and crannies.
According to a paper by Edward Castronova (Castronova, 2003) emotional satisfaction is directly
linked to the complexity of the game, developing the function

Where S is the stated emotional satisfaction, R the reward offered for successfully participating in the
game, C the challenge level (or complexity) and W the challenge level that would be ideal for the
player. This function indicates that the complexity of a game or game element (like the market) must
be neither too high nor too low but needs to be adjusted to the expected player base.
A quick look at the history of computer games shows that the most successful games usually weren’t
very complex. While complex games (i.e. turn based role playing games, flight simulations, economic
gam es)usually attract a sm allcircle ofenthusiasts,m ost gam ers don’t look forw ard to analyzing
statistics for hours or performing ready checks on their airplane for half an hour before even lifting
off. Many successful games basically take an existing complex archetype but then cut all the
superfluous number crunching and add some action instead. Examples of this would be the creation
of Blizzard Entertainm ent’s D iablo series (as a fast paced “role playing gam e light”)or the dem ise of
turn based strategy games (making place for the less complex but more entertaining real time
strategy games).
54

A classicalexam ple w ould be the gam e „Capitalism Plus“ by Interactive Magic that allows the user to create
his own economic empire and has been used in various forms of business education in the past.
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These examples show that while integrating a highly correct simulation of markets may seem a good
idea, one has to weight whether the added complexity will add to the fun of the game or just make
trading more annoying. An example of this would be the integration banks into your game that
actually pay interest on money stored there. While this would certainly make the system more real it
w ould add an annoyance factor.“D ang,Ican’t pay the transportation fee back to the capitalcity
because all my money is in the bank there. Now I have to walk across half of the continent.” sure isn’t
something most players would consider fun.
Another example has been mentioned earlier, the relationship of employer to employee. In a real
economy not all people are created equal, some have the assets or the personal traits that enable
them to employ other people to work for them, which gives them direct superiority over their
workers. An accurate simulation of the real world would of course include a structure similar to this,
yet m ost virtualw orlds don’t.The reason for that is simple – while it may be fun for the employer to
have an army of employees working for him, there is no need to recreate the slightly humiliating
experience of having to follow orders for those other players.
Summarizing one can say that all measures talked about in this paper may theoretically increase the
quality of any given virtual economy but have to be weighed against a possible loss of fun to the
players.A perfectly w orking econom y is ofno w orth if it’s so com plicated that m ost players just don’t
enjoy the gam e and therefore don’t play it.
Virtual worlds are of course influenced by many other factors as well, as seen in the figure below.
Some of these factors are directly controllable by the game designers while some others are not.
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Figure 6 Factors that influence virtual economies

This report focuses on factors that can be modified through game design and therefore eschews
talking about factors such as social aspects and real money trading. One must not, however, believe
that these influences on a gam e’s econom y can be ignored.
Real money trading – which describes the trading of virtual currencies and items for real world
money either through auction websites such as www.ebay.com or directly through company
websites - has not only become a strong business opportunity for companies mainly located in Asia
but generates a strong effect on virtual economies as well. Game companies take different stances
on such activities – some, such as Sony Online Entertainment (Everquest, Everquest II) entirely forbid
the sale of virtual items, claiming that everything within their game is their property and can
therefore not be sold by players. On the other hand there are some companies that heartily embrace
the online market and actually include it into their business plans. A good example for this would be
Linden Labs.Their gam e “Second Life” allow s players to buy virtualcurrency directly from the
company for real world money.
In depth discussions of this topic can be found in the works of Edward Castronova, especially his
ground breaking study “VirtualW orlds:A First-Hand Account of Market and Society on the Cyberian
Frontier” (Castronova, 2001) , as well as in the works of other scientists, some of which publish their
findings freely available for everyone on websites such as terranova.blogs.com.
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Virtual worlds offer a solid base for social studies as well. Researchers can easily watch the behavior
of thousands of players in an artificial world and in some cases even modify the surroundings in order
to get more accurate test results. There is a wide range of social aspects available for study in these
games, such as group dynamics, addiction and even mating behavior. 55
Another interesting scientific task would be to create a model that accurately describes the inner
workings of a virtual economy. Creating such a model however requires at least a solid amount of
statistical data on the development of those markets and probably either inside information from the
game designers or the possibility of changing parameters that define the studied markets. Detailed
information like this can just not be collected within the limited time and space of a bachelor thesis
and will therefore not be available for this paper. An approach on how such data can be collected
though can be found in the works of Justin Nash and Evan Schneyer of the University of Pennsylvania.
(Nash, et al., 2004)

IV.

Conclusion
Virtual economies have many features in common with their real world counterparts. Most of their
problems can be described using economic theories that were derived from real world events. Some
problems, like inflation for example, have different causes in virtual worlds then they have on earth
and therefore require different means to be solved. Common economic theories, while partly
applicable to virtual worlds, should therefore mostly be used as a means to find out why the market
is behaving in a certain way, but not as a guideline of how to steer a virtual economy.
All measures that are taken for this should aim at improving at least one of the following
characteristics of an economy: Volume of trades, accessibility, fairness and value. Improving one of
these while not hurting any of the other three features should lead to a better economy and an
overall more pleasant game experience.
The designers of a game have ultimate power over what happens in it due to their ability to change
the rules ofthe w orld at w ill.This does not m ean,how ever,that it is easy for a gam e’s designer to
control a virtual economy. Doing so requires the implementation of a variety of features into the
software that more or less automatically regulate the market. These features have to be tailored to
the exact needs of the virtual world in question and have to be chosen carefully in order to avoid
55

Ragnarok Online by Gravity Inc. for example is allegedly used more as a dating platform than as a role playing
game in Taiwan.
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conflicts between different economic ideas.
One of the main problems designers have to fight with is an extreme inflation that is caused by the
game mechanics and the fact that most virtual economies are not closed systems. In order to avoid
inflation, designers must implement features that either reduce the amount of money brought into
the game or take money out of it.
Virtual economies are hard to control and one can safely say that no company managed to even get
near a perfect economy within their virtual world so far. Some games, like World of Warcraft for
example, include a lot of well thought out features leading to a very stable economy. The goal for
both designers of existing games and those that are just starting to create new ones should be to
build a synergistic framework for their economy using some of the features listed above. While
economies have shown to have quite some amount of self healing power, designers are well advised
to not leave it up to fate to design their economy for them.
Controlling an economy is best done through subtle changes within the rules of the world, as players
are often alienated by more drastic measures. A successful economy therefore needs to be carefully
designed; implementing features that control every important aspect of it while at the same time
staying simple enough for players to enjoy. The study of common economic theories can help
understanding why a world is behaving in a certain way but the solutions for the problems need to
be worked out in the context of a virtual world.
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Glossary
Balance

Character

The effort to make a game fair. Balance has to exist between characters (one type of
character should not be simply better than another one) as well as characters and
the game environment (Players must be able to achieve their goals, but it must not
be too easy to do so).
A mobile object (usually a human or a fantasy creature) controlled by a player in a
role playing gam e.O ften referred to as “avatar” or “persona” as w ell. (For
differences see (Bartle, 2003, p.154f).) May also be used to describe a → NPC.

Character
level
Client
Coding
authority
Content
Craft, to
Experience

High level
In-game
Item
Level
Loot
Loot, to
Low level
MMORPG
Mob, mobile
Money sink
Monster
MUD

NPC

Measuring unit for the strength of a → character. Usually in natural numbers and
limited to a certain maximum.
Program that players use to connect to a → server.U sually the “gam e client” that is
sold as the virtualw orld’s software.
The designers ofa virtualw orld that have totalcontrolabout the w orld’s
programming and can change features at will.
“Content in a virtualw orld usually m eans giving people things to do,places to do it
and things to do it to.” (Bartle, 2003, p.55)
Producing an → item from raw materials.
Most RPGs measure a → character’s advancem ent through experience points.These
can be awarded for killing a → mob, completing a → quest, exploring an area and
other deeds. Accumulating a certain amount of experience points usually allows a
character to gain a → level.
Characters with a high → character level are referred to as being “high level” w hile
less pow erfulones are “low level”.
Refers to things happening inside the virtual world.
An object that players can possess and/or use.
See → character level.
→ Items and money that are found on the corpses of dead enemies.
Picking up → loot.
See → high level.
Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game. A virtual world with strong game
aspects that uses basic ideas from → RPGs
A mobile object in a game. Usually refers to computer controlled characters that can
be killed by players
A feature of a virtual world that is designed to take money out of the circulation.
See → mob.
Multi User Dungeon. Early, text-based virtual worlds. Players would log into one of
these worlds using a client such as Telnet and be able to explore them using a textual
command language. There are still active communities within MUDs today but they
tend to be a lot smaller than those of graphical virtual worlds.
Non Player Character. A character in a game that is not controlled by a player.
Usually refers to non-hostile characters, but in theory includes → mobs as well.
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Patch

PG
Persistence
Player
Quest
RPG

Runes
Server
(game)

Server
(tech.)
Shard
Skill
(character)
Skill (player)
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Generally: a change to an already shipped piece of software. Often used to fix → bugs
discovered after the software has been published.
In virtual worlds: In addition to their general task, patches in virtual worlds are often
used to add → content or to change the gam e’s → balance.
Perfect Gemstone. An item from Diablo II that was used as an alternative currency
for some time.
Describes the amount of data on the game state that is kept in between gaming
sessions.
An actual person participating (playing) in a virtual world.
A task given to a character in a RPG by a NPC. Usually connected to a reward of some
sort.
Role Playing Game. A type of game that allows each player to take the role of a
fictive character.Exist in “pen and paper”,live action (LARP)and com puter sim ulated
varieties.
→ Items from Diablo II that can be used to upgrade other items. The current currency
in Diablo II.
One of multiple instances of the same virtual worlds. Players are split up on different
servers to either accommodate for a large player base (not enough room in one
world for all players) or to allow for slightly different rules in identical virtual worlds
(one server m ight allow player killing w hile another doesn’t).
A computer or a cluster of computers (server cluster) that run a program (service)
multiple → clients can connect to.
See → Server (game).

Vendor

An ability that a → character can perform. Such as mining, flame-throwing, or
horseback riding.
Describes how well a player can play the game. Includes factors such as knowledge
about the game, quick reactions and intelligence.
Stone of Jordan. An → item from Diablo II that was used as an alternative currency
for some time.
A → NPC that sells and or buys items from players.

Zeny

The currency in Ragnarok Online.

SoJ
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